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HACHERS o r 
OKANAGAN MEET 
IN CONVENTION
Mr. Jas. Gordon, the Retiring Preoi- 
dent, Gives a Capable Address on 
the Status of the Teaching 
Profession
</
The teachers of the Okanagan and 
A Siniilkamecn met in convention in the 
Vernon Court House last Friday and 
Saturday. The Department of Edu­
cation granted the day as a holiday to 
all teachers attending the convention. 
Nearly 100 teachers were present and 
, as a result the convention was a real 
live affair. The president, Mr. James 
Gordon, of Kelowna, was in the chair 
'  and opened the convention with an 
inspiring and able address on the 
status of the teaching profession. In 
the course of his remarks he stated 
that the low status of the teaching 
profession was due to the low salaries 
paid. In a world which still believed
AMERICA'S SHARE OF
W HITE MAN'S BURDEN
LONDON, Oct. 30.—There is a 
feeling here that America is not 
taking up her just share of the 
white man’s burden in the Far East, 
and the delay in announcing the 
American attitude towards the 
question of a mandate in Turkey is 
causing some criticism in govern­
ment circles.
Ghosts Should Walk 
Tomorrow Evening
Hallowe’ein Is Survival'of Old Druidic 
Custom and Belief
Tomorrow is Hallowe’en, or All 
Halloivs, Eve, the name given to the 
31st October as the vigil of Hallow­
mas or All Saints Day. Though now 
known as little else but the eve of 
the Christian festival, Hallowe’en and 
that a mail was worth what he earned I its formerly attendant ceremonies long 
and earned' what he deserved there antedate Christianity. The two chief 
was no room for leadership originat- Lhapacteristics of ancient Hallowe’en 
ing froni the teachers, Tor only the so- Lygre the lighting of bonfires and the 
called leading citizens could get aLgiief that of all nights of the year 
hearing even in educational leader- this is the one during which ghosts 
ship. He contended that the business Lnd witches are most likely to wander 
of the teacher, so far as men were abroad. The witch, cat and pumpkin 
concerned, was a good enough side faces are modern adaptions to assist 
line, but as a serious life work it'was this illusion.
^  an absurdity. The tenure of * office On or about the 1st November, the 
was too insecure. No one wanted an p^uids held their great autumn festi- 
old teacher, and a mail might find yal and lighted fires in honor of the 
himself after yehrs of faithful service thanksgiving for the har
r .  E. DRURY WILL BE 
. NEW ONTARIO PREMIER
UNITED FARMERS AND LABOR REPRESENTATIVES AGREE 
UPON CHOICE OF LEADER—DESCENDED FROM LONG
LINE OF FARMERS
in the interests of the children of vest. Further, it was a Druid belief
community merely an object of pity Lhat on the eve of this festival Saman,
and patronage. He contentled also j lord of death, called together the
^^that the appoir
--^should be taken out of the hands of I twelVe jhont^ had been condemned 
boards of trustees and placed in the Lo'inhabit the bodies of animals. Thus 
hands_of_oificials. whoJenew the needs it-was clear that-the main-celebrations 
of the various schools and the quali- of Hallowe’en were purely Druidical 
fication and records of The teachers, ^nd this is further proved by the fact 
The salaries of teachers should be put L{,at in parts of Ireland the 31st Oc  ̂
on a basis similar to the civil service tober was, and even still is, known as 
and thus the degradation of approachr oidhehe Shamhna, “Vigil of Saman.” 
ing school boards for advances in sal-1 tfjg Druidic ceremonies were 
ary would be abolished. He thought L^afted some of the characteristics of 
that the appointment of the people ^he Roman festival in honor of 
who should teach, train and influence held about the 1st Novem-
the young life of a community should kgj., in which nuts and apples, as re- 
not be left to chance, as it only too I pj.gggjjting the winter-store of fruits, 
often was at present. He said that played an important part. The cus- 
boards of trustees in large measure lighting Hallowe’en fires sur
represented the ratepayers ■ alone. I yjyg^i until recent years in the. high-
iMany-trustees-were^not even parents, Liands-oLScotland and-Walesr—In-the
some had grown-up families and were Lying embers it was usual to place as 
more interested in keeping down the L^any small stones as there were per- 
rates than in advancing education. L^ng around and the next morning a 
His solution for the educational prob- Lgarch was made. If any of the
lems was the attraction of a high type pebbles .̂ yere displaced, it was re
of teachers into the profession by garded as certain that the person re­
higher salaries and greater security, presented would die within twelve
making the professionless dependent juQnths.
on the whims and prejudices of chang­
ing trustees and faddists. At present, 11 ,
■“the teaching profession was. a profes-| |_q Q Q | IXIIu X1011
TORONTO, Oct. 30.—F. E. Drury 
is to be the next premier of Ontario, 
succeeding Sir William Hcarst.
Mr. Drury was the unanimous 
choice of the United Farmers and 
Labor representatives in the new 
legislature at a joint conference held 
yesterday. It is understood that the 
meeting was very harmonious and 
that there is every indication of the 
two parties pulling well together in 
the House, although each will retain 
its separate group feature to a con­
siderable extent.
The newly chosen leader stated 
that the new government Was practi­
cally completed, all the portfolios had 
been allocated, and the incoming ad­
ministration would be ready at short 
notice to take over the reins from Sir 
William Hearst and his ministers. He 
intimated that this probably would 
take place in a very short time, as he 
understood Sir William had merely 
been waiting for information as to 
whom he should, suggest to the 
Lieutenant-Governor as his successor 
before vacating office.
Mr. Drury was born at Crown Hill 
Simcoc County, Ontario, on January 
22, 1878. He is a son of the late Hon 
Charles Drury, Ontario’s first Minis­
ter of .Agriculture in 1888, who. im- 
irfcdiatcly preceded iJon. John Drydcn 
in that portfolio. He is a thoroughly 
representative farmer and comes of a 
long line of fanners, his great-grand­
father having come from the Old 
Country and settled in Siincoe County 
a hundred years ago. The old' home­
stead, a farm of 250 acres in Simeoe 
County, is still in the family arid is 
worked by the premier-designate. He 
graduated at the Ontario Agricultural 
College, Guelph, in 1900. In 1905 he 
first became prominent as a. leader of 
farmers and appeared as the repre- 
^sentative of the Farmers’ Association 
of Ontario before the Laurier Tariff 
Commission that year. He was Mas­
ter of the Grange for years, and in 
1910 he became the first secretary of 
the Canadian Council of Agriculture. 
In the general election of 1911 he was 
an active advocate of reciprocity and 
supported the Liberal party in this 
policy.
LOAN STARTS OFF EAR 
-  AHEAD OF LAST
PEACE AMENDMENTS
FAIL IN U. S. SENATE
WASHINGTON, Oct. 30.—The 
last of the opposition amendments' 
to the Peace Treaty were defeated 
in the U. S. Senate yesterday, the 
jiroposals of Senators Johnson, 
Shields and Moses being lost on a 
close vote. Tlic Senate now plans 
to spend a week jii debating the
labor clauses of the treaty. •
c .r .  om ciA Ls
W IU IMPROVE 
LOCAL SH iriIN G
Informal Conference With Repre8en-< 
tativea of Local Fruit. Houoea 
—New Barge Will 
Operate
u t il e  Business 
at Council Meeting
Financial Position of City Will Prob­
ably Show Marked Improvement 
This Year
A party of C, P, R. officials drove 
by car from Vernon to Kclownh at 
the beginning of tluy'wcek in order to 
discuss shipping facilities with some 
of the local fruit houses. > Included 
were Messrs. T. C. Macnabb, Supt.; 
W. B. Harris, Car Service Agent, 
Vancouver; H. -A. Plow, District 
Freight Agent, Vancouver, and L. K. 
Curtis, Car Service Department, Win­
nipeg; and they were accompanied by 
Mr. R. M. Winsipw,; Secretary B. C,
sion of slavery but the fact that teach­
ers everywhere were organizing] In U. S . is Gloomy
(Continued on Page 8) Wa s h in g t o n , d . c , Oct. so.—
All hope of averting the threatened 
strike of half a million coal minersOFFICIAL DOMINION
BY-ELECTIONS RESULTS I seems to have departed this morning.
The miners m et-^sterday and deter-
Mayor Sutherland and Aldermen
Knowles, W. * Lloyd-Jones, Mantle, I Traffic and cVedTtrAa'sbcr^^^^^ 
Mcikle and Rattenbury were the nicni- „on. They were met by Messrs. W. 
bers in attendance at the regular fort- a . Pitcairn, B. McDonald, L. Hayeri 
mghtly meeting of the City Xouncil Lnd L. Cross, and the present situa 
on Monday night The volume of Lion in regard to supply of cars was 
business was small and was quickly exhaustively discussed, with the 
di^osed of. gy|j visitors were sq im-
Thc matter which provided most pressed by the strength of the case 
disciission was the method of ar- presented for improvement 6f facili^ 
ranging for receipt of Victory boftds Lies that they promised to make im- 
m payment of Jaxe?, as it seemed a mediate provision for a more plenti- 
ittle hitch had occurred through L„, g„p^,y ^ox and refrigerator 
which the canvassers had not been ears and to have the long-expected 
acquainted with the proper procedure, L ar barge in service this week, which, 
and consequently several applications they claimed, would give Kelowna a 
lad been made out in incorrect form, service of 32 cars per day.
Steps were taken to remedy the over- • As is usually the case, these reme
ti Ll .. t. . dial measures have come too late, and
Aid. Rattenbury, chairman of the L^rge quantities of the fall apples
Fmance committee, reported that the have become windfalls owing to the
c.tys indebtedne^ to the bank had Lp„gestion of packing sheds and 
been reduced to $7,000 and the Mayor ^ ^ ,,h o u ses by fruit waiting shipment, 
cheered the hearts of the aldermen by Adequate shipping facilities would 
forecasting a great improvement m Lave enabled t l i i  packers to keep 
the financial position ^of^the city tins Lheir packed fruit cleared away, would 
year-with^-substaritial-addition-to^the have given-thenrelbow room for sott-
sinking fund. ing and packing operations as well as
Y ET AT END O F T H IR D  DAY ONLY SIXTY HAVE SUBSCRIBED 
TH E TOTAL OF $29,450—QUOTA IS $120,000, BUT OBJECTIVE 
IS PLACED AT $180,000
An. offer by Mr. P. T. Dnnn »»I, obviattd «be
for the, lumber contained m a wm-, , j j  , , a,. , ,  .necessity of refusing to accept fruit:
dowless and doorless shack onthe old Lrom the orchards. And the pitiful
Although considerable disappoint­
ment was expressed at the results of 
the first day’s returns in the Victory 
Loan campaign in Kelowna, yet the 
showing was very much better than 
that for thie first day last year when 
the objective was higher. This year, 
Kelowna’s actual quota has been
Victoria, B. C.
Hon. S. F. Tolmie (U.).........-.....7,219
T. A. Barnard (Lab.) ......... .........5,085
mined to cease Work in the face o ' 
President Wilson’s pronouncement 
that the strike would be illegal. The 
government is taking steps to protect 
the«|)ublic and to secure supplies of 
fuel
The strike prefaces the greatest in
Uniottist majority ...........v..........2,134
^arletoh-Victoria, N. B
, , James Caldwell (Farmer) .......6,621 I dustrial upheaval in the history of the
Col. W. W. Melville (U.) ...... —3,(181 United States. Telegraphers are
' ' -----.1 threatening to walk out, railway bro-
United Farmer majority —......3,540 therhoods are demanding a higher
Quebec East, Que. 
F- X.,apoLnt6 (I^ib.) ..................
F. K. Galibois (Lab.) ........
wage, and the spectre of radicalism 
1 overshadows labor unions everywhere 
throughout the nation.
' Liberal majority .......... ......... ...^S2
Glengarry-Stormont, O nt
W. Kennedy (Farmer) ..........Figures
Brig.-Gen. Harvey (U.) ....incomplete
TO SPEAK AT RUTLAND
United Farmer majority about 1,500 
Assiniboia, Sask. .
O. R. Gould (Farmer) ......... ...Figures
Hon. W. R. Motherwell (Lib.) incom.
Leading Exponent of Scientific Agri­
culture to Visit District at 
Early Date
United Farmer majority about 4,700
SCAPA SINKING W ILL
COST GERMANY DEARLY
PARIS, Oct. 30.—̂ Intcr-allied
naval experts will prepare a plan, 
at the instance of the Supreme
Council, under which Germany 
must reimburse the Allies for her 
treacherous dcctl in sinking the 
interned German fleet at Scapa 
t-Flow.
Dr. Jas. W. Robertson, one of the 
foremost exponents of scientific agri­
culture, spent a considerable period 
overseas during last winter and spring 
investigating agricultural conditions 
in Europe with a view to discovering 
how they would be likely to affect 
Canada,* and, at the request of the 
Dominion Department of Agriculture, 
he is now riiaking a tour of this coun­
try, holding meetings in the more im­
portant districts and discussing there 
the conditions which arc most likely 
to be of interest to our agriculturistsr 
He will speak at Rutland School at 
S o’clock on the evening of Thursday. 
November 6, ^nd his rgmarks should 
be keenly interesting and profitable 
to all.
placed at $120,000. In order to secure 
a flag the Kelowna district must sub­
scribe $150,000, and to get two flags 
$180,000 must be* the amount. This 
figure has therefore been set aŝ  the 
district’s objective. Although the 
first day showed quite a presentable 
figure compared with the 1918 cam­
paign, yet the two following days this 
year have been extremely disappoint- 
ingp-On*—Moridayi—the—opening—dayr 
the amount subscribed was $16,500, 
from 26 subscribers; on. Tuesday sub­
scriptions were taken to the extent of 
$8,050 from 17 applicants making the. 
total for the two days $24,550; from 
43 subscribers on Wednesday, the 
new figure was $4,900, from 7 people, 
making a total for the three days of 
$29,450, from 60 people, ah average of 
nearly $10,000 a day, which, if main­
tained, would just reach the desired 
total. Comparing these figures with 
those of last year, it is found that the 
first day’s returns in 1918 came to 
only $4,200 from 19 subscribers; on 
the second day the showing was 
$2,350 from 9 subscribers, making the 
total for the first two days $6,550 
from 28 subscribers. On the third 
day last year the amount was $3,400 
from 6 people, making $9,950 from 34 
subscribers, against this year’s figures 
of $29,450 from 60 subscribers, so 
that by actual comparison this year 
can be truthfully said to be off to a 
good start.
Canvassers are rapidly , settling 
down to a systematic form of canvas­
sing and will endeavor to make a 
house to house call. On the other 
hand, people are asked to assist the 
canvassers by calling at their offices 
or at the Loan headquarters and sub­
scribing the desired amount. Other 
committees are steadily, taking up 
their duties and pushing the cam­
paign towards a successful end. Var­
ious recording devices arc being 
placed through the ■ district, both in 
the city as well as in the outlying 
sections. Competition with Vernon, 
which was recognized last year as a 
decided help in increasing Kelowna’s 
bWn figures, will be almost impossible 
this year, as Endcrby and Armstrong' 
have both been placed in the same 
district as Vernon. Kelowna has no 
place outside of its immediate dis­
trict with the exception of Pcachland.
Penticton and Summerland are work­
ing together in the south, so that 
Kelowna can certainly be said to ,be" 
working strictly alone.
In. spite of this fact, however* al 
who know the splendid manner in 
which Kelowna has always answerer 
every national or patriotic appeal are
Hunfjord property, was referred\ to 
Aldermen Lloyd-Jpnes and Duggan, 
for report at next meeting.
sight woiild have been spared of lus-; 
cious Red McIntosh apples lying in* 
heaps below the trees—in a year of-
sure that her showing will be a hand­
some one and one which the district 
can certainly be proud of.. Consider­
able assistance has been given to the 
Start of the campaign by the action 
of the city in - taking bonds in pay­
ment of taxes. Tomorrow is the laSt 
day' upon which citizens can avail 
themselves of this opportunity.
The City Clerk read h,s rp o r t  on „een demand and high prices-be- 
tne proceedings of the annual conven- no place to pul them,
tion of the Union of B. C. Munieipah- a  bitter lesson has been learned By 
ties, and was warmly complimented growers and packers alike, and. those 
by he Mayor, who expressed the hope clear-sighted people who tried last 
that,the meoming Conned would put carry out a large storage
Mr. Dnnn s salary on a proper basis, project but failed to secure adequate 
-and_pointed-out-that-the-cIerk--was-Li„a„cia|-snpportrcan-ndw-jnstIy claimreceiving the same remuneration n o w '----  - ■
as six years ago, while the salaries of 
municipal officials in the other Okan 
agan municipalities had been raised 
generally. ,
‘Next meeting of Council will be 
held on November 10, when a finan­
cial statement will be submitted.
HOUSE OF LORDS REJECTS BfotDer BfBiiLVisits
MOTION OF CENSURE K . L .  0 . Orchards
LONDON, Oct. 30.—The House of 
Lords divided last night on a motion 
declaring that the government was 
guilty of extravagance, and the gov­
ernment was sustained by 52 to 13. 
Lord. Beaverbrook declared inflation 
of values and prices was the real 
cause of heavy expenditure, and he 
advocated the taxation of war for­
tunes, which, he declared, wouldLraise 
£1,500,000,000. Speaking in defence 
of the government, the Lord Chan­
cellor said the administration had 
made a sincere effort during the past 
year to practice economy.
AIRPLANES CAN NOW BACK UP
DAYTON, O., Oct. 30.—Successful 
tests’have been made with a reversible 
propeller for airplanes, enabling the 
machine to back up and>to be brought 
to a safe landing within fifty feet by 
actual test. The inventor, Seth Hart, 
of Los Angeles, claims it will now be 
possible to climb to a height of 50,(XX) 
feet.
The larige quantity of fallen apples 
piled under the trees has produced the 
unprecedented result in the East Ke- 
owna district, of attracting bears from 
their mountain fastnesses to gorge 
themselves on the luscibns McIntosh 
Reds arid Jonathans. Th6 animals 
evidently follow the belt of timber 
along the course of Mission' Creek and 
are thus enabled to make ^close ap- 
l?roax:h to orchards with the minimum 
hance of detection, but a number 
lave been seen and a black bear was 
shot in an orchard last week by Mr. 
M. Bright. No damage lias been done 
to the trees, as the quantity of fruit 
ying on the ground is ample to sat­
isfy the voracious 'appetites of the 
bears. To the delights of life in a 
salubrious climate in pursuit of a lu­
crative occupation, the fruit grower 
can now add the pleasures of big 
game hunting without leaving his 
orchard! The Board of Trade and 
real estate agents will please take note 
for publicity purposes.
“We told you so." The fact that the 
new branch of the Canadian National 
Railway will probably afford direct 
rail communication in time for next 
year’s crop should not obscure the 
patent need of ample storage, both as 
a reserve against shortage of cars and 
as a safety valve to assist in regulat­
ing the markets and avoidance of 
glutiing,.i^and_J<i_assur-e_a_continuous-
supply of fruit into the late spring— 
a most important feature in retaining 
the goodwill of our prairie customers 
—and it is to be hoped that the effort 
of last winter will be repeated until 
pushed to a successful conclusion.
RED SHIELD DRIVE
RAISED $900 FOR S. A.





IN  BLAZING MINE
BAKERSFIELD, Mont., Oct. 30.— 
At least nine passengers and trainmen 
were killed and several score injured 
when a Southern Pacific train was 
derailed near here today. The engine, 
two baggage cars and five passenger 
coaches went over an embankment.
BULGARIA LEARNS HER
FATE ̂ ON SATURDAY
PARIS, Oct. 30.—"rhe reply of the 
Allied Powers to Bulgaria’s counter 
proposals will be submitted on Satur­
day.
STEUBENVILLE, O., Oct. 30.— 
All hope was abandoned this morning 
of rescuing twenty miners entombed 
here in a blazing mine, it being neces­
sary to recall rescue parties owing to 
the imminent risk of an explosion.
VETERAN B. C. EDITOR
PASSES AWAY
NANAIMO, B. C., Oct. 30.— 
George E. Norris, for many years' 
proprietor pf the Nanaimo. Free Press, 
died this morning of heart and kidney 
disease.
The recent locaT drive for Red 
Shield campaign funds, held by the 
Salvation Army in Kelowna from 
October 14 to 18, fell a little short 
its objective. The Army aimed at an 
even figure of $1,000, but subscrip­
tions fell exactly $100 short of this 
amount. This deficiency was princi­
pally due to the , number of other 
campaigns for donations running at 
almost precisely the same time, and 
which naturally lessened the amount : 
given to the Salvation Army. Sub­
scriptions made by canvass during the 
five days amounted to $713,65, while 
the tag day collections came to ' 
$186.35, making a total of $900.
The local officers of the Salvation 
Army, on behalf of the organization, 
have expressed a desire that their 
thanks be made known to all those 





GERMANY MUST GIVE 
GOOD FAITH GUARANTEES
PARIS, Oct. 30.—The Supreme 
Council has decided to forci Ger­
many to sign a protocol guarantee­
ing she will carry out the terms of 
the armistice. This will be at­
tached to the original treaty'^ as 
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GEO. C. ROSE, Owner. 
T. S. RUEFELL, Editor.
Cor. Pendozl St. and Lawrence Avo. SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
Iiis return from Vancouver. While 
at the Coast tliis man spent some 
time looking into the manner of sup­
ply- ahd demand for fruit boxes from 
Coast mills and lumber dealers. He 
was surprised to hcj r̂ that some ol’ 
these Coast firms had already re 
ceived orders from the United States 
for fruit boxes for tlie 1920 crop, while




E. C. Weddell John F. Burne 
KELOWNA, B.C.
R. B. K ER R
BARRISTER and SOLICITOR 
NOTARY PUBLIC
KELOWNA - B. C.
I The COURIER does not necessarily Okanagan firms were still placing or- 
endorse the sentiments of any ders to take care of the J919 crop 
contributed article. Surely, in some eases at least, here is
'yt.icl. , Kelowna f.r.na can
per year. To the United States and Washington coin-
other foreign countries: $2.00 per petitors. Instead of waiting until the
fruit is on the trees,, our progressive 
To ensure acceptance, all manuscript I cousins south of the line were looking
early , and . plentiful supply for 1920.
Some box making cstablisliincnts at
Vancouver arc working 24 hours a
!r 1 A I a. a c t  i cffort to talcc care of tlicClassified Advertisements—Such
side of tlic paper only, 
copy is preferred.
ADVERTISING RATES
n u b en as, r
For-Sale, Lost, Found, Wanted, “PP*® Okanagan, an ef-
ctc., under heading “Want Ad3.’'|'o* '‘ winch we know only too well is
F . W .  P R O V E S
M. Cnn. See, C. 1C.
CoDoulting Civil and Hydraulle 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
Burvovg and Ro|N)rtB on Irffira tlon  Worku 
A pplicatloiui for W ate r LIcoiiboe
KELOWNA, B. C.
PIANOS AND PLAYERS 
TUNED, REPAIRED AND 
REGULATED
' Clfarles Quinn
p. O. Box 98. KELOWNA, B. C.
Authorized Tuner and Repairer for 
Maaon & Risch Co., and direet 
: from their Toronto Factory.
I’ianos and Organs
-Tuned and Repaired 
POLISHING and JOINERY 
25 Years’ Experience
ALBERT W H IFFIN
Box 608, Kelowna
W . G. SCOTT
PLUMBING, TlNSMITHING 
GENERAL
SHEET METAL WORK 
Phones: ' Bus. 1%4 Res. 91 
. P. O. Box 22
McLa u g h l i n  c a r
H IR Ef o r
Day Phone 274. Night Phone 5502 
Orders left with Raymer & 
McCrae





Cambridge Higher Local Honors, 
Inter. B.Sc. London University.
Prepares students for Senior and 
Junior Matriculation. Phone 329.
First insertion, 2 cents ,ocr word; proving futile". If the majority of the
cents. Each I been placed 12 iiiontlis
additioi.al insertion, 1 cent per l . .. i  „ r / r  . . .  e ec -
word; minimum charge, IS cents. ^ different state of affairs
T, . I r- . A A • .• would have existed. Not only wouldTransient and Contract Advertise- . . .  t .t i .
ments—Rates according to size of boxes nave been on
space taken. hand when wanted, but the factories
Lc^al and Mu.iicipal Advertising— would have been in an easy position 
First insertion, 12 cents per line; “ow to take -care of the additional 
each Subsequent insertion, 8 cents orders which must naturally pour in 
per line. year.
Contract advertisers will please notice « * «
that all changes of advcrtiscmcrits .. . .
must be handed to tie  printer by Now that the victory Loan is in 
Tuesday noon, otherwise they cah- full swing, many arc the tales which 
not be inserted in the current the canvassers arc bringing in as to 
week 8 issue. .
H r n s  Troin Aito 
Trip of 1,000 Milos
Local Man Takea Spin to Prince | 
. George and Back and Pushes Mud 
and Rocks for 50 Miles
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1919
Orchard Run
There is an old tradition which says 
that the farmer is a “grouchy” indi 
vidual, always ready to grumble, but 
seldom ready to smile. But then we 
all know that tradition is frequently 
foolish, and the proof that it is foolish 
in this instance has been proved by 
the face of the farmers this week 
Frosts have • come—and, thank 
Heaven, frbSts have gone—there has 
been car shortage and box shortage, 
but the Okanagan farmer is- smiling 
and happy with never a sign of 
grouch, and no doubt most of the 
farmers of Canada are in the same 
happy condition of mind. '  And' the 
reason is not far to seek. Have not 
the Ontario elections given a Hiew 
promise to farmers? There are some 
people—snlall-minded enough-" to r  be- 
ieve that the'farm er is already re­
ceiving sufficient assistance from gen­
erous governments. Of course, a 
most mistaken conclusion, <as any son 
of the soil, or master of it either,,will 
lasten to tell you. But the past is 
gone, and the farmer of'the future is 
v/hat has been dwelling in the mind’s 
eye of the agriculturist this week. If 
Ontario can elect a Farmer majority 
what will happen when the western 
provinces are touched? In those 
< ays we shall see—wdl, it is not quite 
cnown, for certain, but it will be
their receptions at some of the houses 
of call. In many eases tlie canvassers 
are met by ladies. Many financial 
posers aire sometimes put tV) them, but 
a story.,told by one of the canvassers 
this morning puts to flight all the 
Others that have been related. This 
canvasser,' whose name or district 
cannot . possibly be divulged here,' 
called.at a certain house on baking 
day. The lady of the house answered 
the door attired in her kitchen apron. 
“Would you like to invest in the 1919 
Victory Loan?” timidly asked the 
canvasser. “Yes, very much, only I 
am not the maid or on.e of the pickers 
or hired help of any kind. I am only 
what is generally known as the lady 
of the house. I expect you took me 
for the maid, didn’t you?” Now the 
canvasser, who was purely, on duty 
bent and -who did not trouble very 
much whether it was madam or maid, 
so long as some bonds were bought, 
replied to the effect that he certainly 
did not-^consider that she was anybody 
but Mrs. X------ , whom he knew lived
Patterson, Chandler & Stephen,
—— Limited-----
16th Ave.& Main St.,Vancouvel*, B.C.
HONUMEiaS, HEADSTONES 
AND CEMETERY FENCES
T h e  Largest M onubiental Works In 
th e  W est. !
LYELL & GO., LIMITED
FINANCIAL AGENTS
Vancouver and Kelowna 
We are specialising in financing
purchasers of automobiles on the 
instalment plan. Before buying a 
car ask your dealer for particulars, 
or call at our office and get full 
information.
Room 3, Leckle Block 
Telephone 383
M S lS O IV S *
Hard and
Soft CoaJ
Phone 66 Kelowna, B .C .
something particularly palatable. No 
doubt the government w l l  advance 
payment for the crop as soon as the 
seed is sown, and perhaps will turn 
the small army of civil servants on to 
Te fields when harye.st time comes 
Of course every farmer will receive 
a heavy bonus for being good enough 
to be a farmer, they will be free of 
all manner of taxes, and it is probable 
that_mere—commercijil—men—Will—be- 
compelled to pay some form of hom­
age, to those who control the food 
supply of the nation. It is not very 
many years ago when the farmer felt 
as though the last nail—or should it 
be a screw?—had been driven home in 
his coffin. Today he is feeling prac­
tically certain that the first of the last 
nails is just being withdrawn, and that 
in a few short years or less the lid 
will be removed and the long looked- 
for resurrection will take place. And 
who can blame the farmer if the noise 
of the Ontario elections is mis­
taken for the jingling of Peter’s k2ys?
♦ ♦ ♦ ■ ,
. With Mission Creek past the danger 
of flooding, with the clocks put back 
to their old time, with the matter of 
the road foreman of the Kelowna dis 
trict subdued, but, of course, not dead, 
one wonders what some of the farm­
ers of the Rutland district are doing, 
besides reading election results, to 
make life worth living, while it is in 
these settled conditions that perhaps 
is to be found the reason for the in­
activity of the Board of Trade. Now 
that setting the clock back has been 
tried for two seasons, it would be in­
teresting to know just how. it  has 
worked out for the farmers ia  actual 
practice. Although this year, as last, 
when the announcement was made 
that the measure was to be put into 
force, there was a general complaint 
from the majority of the farmers, it 
was a noticeable thing that ranchers 
in general seemed very well satisfied 
with the working of the order. To the 
average man the saving of daylight 
was a benefit, while the country has 
declared it to be an economic success. 
The men-who offered thc'biggcst ob­
jections to its adoption have so fat 
failed to express their opinion as to its 
actual operation this year.
•  * •
Speaking of the shortage of boxes 
reminds us of a report made by a
there, and whom he thought might 
buy a bondj or even two. “Oh, no, I 
don’t think you quite understand,” the 
ady replied. “You see, it’s like this: 
I am just the vvife of the man who 
owns the house. By the way,” she 
continued, “are you a married man? 
3e was. “ Well, do you give your 
wife money of her own to spend? 
“Well, 1 provide for her, I buy her 
clothes and give her enough to dO.the 
housekeeping.” “Well, that’s, just it. 
You see that’s what my husband does.
If I  were one of the fruit pickers, or 
the maid, or if I worked at one of the 
packing houses, or even in an office 
or store in town, I should get money 
enough to buy clothes, and perhaps 
board and room, and certainly enough 
tQ save from and enough to buy some 
Bonds, but being just a wife I get 
only enough for clothes, enough tp 
look after the children, and my home 
and_hoard,_an(L-.so—I’m—very-r-sorry-T-I- 
can’t buy a Victory Bond. Good 
morning,” And the canvasser relates 
that he trod softly and in deep con­
templation when leaving the house, 
for he, too, was married. Yes, it’s 
great to be a Bond canvasser, and it’s 
as easy as falling off a log, the can­
vassing is—but not the selling.
A few days ago, Charles Gowen re­
turned from a motor trip up the Cari­
boo country, having traversed the old 
Cariboo trail as far as Prince George. 
“Charlie” lias a reputation for driving 
over pretty rough country without 
turning a hair, consequently, when he 
comes back so impressed that he sits 
down, and writes a long article about 
the trip there must have been soinc- 
tbing in it, very far indeed beyond the 
ordinary. The story pf this intrepid 
car driver, wliicli story may one day 
appear in prjnt from the Maxwell 
Company, has so many interesting de­
tails that it is well worth reading. It 
explains that the trip to the “north, 
where that transcontinental steel track 
has crossed the vastncsscs of the 
western province,” was made in a 
Maxwell car with the object of ap­
pointing agents, but at a time of the 
year wlicii the noYtliward end of the 
route is generally cpnsidercd impass­
able.
Naturally in the report there is 
much in.praise of the car, but as this 
might be taken as advertising, which 
is naturally debarred from these col- 
uinris, much that is interesting rfiust 
be skipped over. On the other hand, 
as many from Kelowna may one day 
venture on the trip, several of ■ the 
items are of particular interest. At 
ISO Mile House, for, irfstance, the 
gasoline stock was replenished with 
gas at 90 cents a gallon, “from a big 
general store whose, stock would have 
done credit to a fair sized town. Price 
of gasoline seemed quite reasonable 
when one remembered that it had to 
be freighted by road for well over 
100 miles.” At Quesnel, a large crew 
of men were found cutting a new road 
for auto traffic through wooded coun­
try. After leaving Quesnel, where the 
hotel accommodation was excellent, 
the most careful steering was neces­
sary to avoid hitting stumps and 
rocks with the axle of the cair, al­
though the car had fully the average 
clearance, and this conditiofl contin^ 
ued for over fifty miles. But this was 
nothing to what followed, for after 
leaving Blackwater the track or trail 
was in even worse condition. At Prince 
George, gasoline was only 45 cents a 
gallon. Bad as was the outward jour­
ney, things were much worse on the 
return, on account of the snow which 
fell just prior to the start home. The 
axles, the bracing bars across the car, 
and even the gasoline tank on the 
back of the car were actually down 
in the mud and slush and pushing it 
along with the car’s progress, so that 
it took five hours to travel thirty.
THREE ESSENTIALS
"We must have coura^, and deter­
mination and must summon the ne­
cessary unanimity,” said a distin­
guished British statesman the other 
day, in counselling his countrymen on 
the necessity of maintaining her 
trade. These words might just as 
well have been uttered by a Canadian 
statesman, for the qualities named are 
all-essential to this country at the 
present juncture. Canada is now of­
fering the 1919 Victory Loan and it 
must be pushed through to success 
with courage, determination and abso­
lute unanimity, if Canada is to prove 
worthy of her opportunity.
Great opportunities for trade lie 
within the grasp of Canada if her 
farmers, wage-earners, merchants and 
manufacturers have foresight enough 
to reach for them. On the mainten­
ance of our great overseas trade built 
up during the war rests our ability to 
carry on. One of the great. objects 
of the Loan apart from the rehabilita­
tion of the returned soldier, is the 
raising of the capital necessary to 
enable the government of Canada to 
continue its system of credits to Great 
Britain, France, Belgium and other 
countries, and at the same time pay 
cash to the Canadian producer. On 
these creYKts oiir present and““ future 
trade depends and all Canadians must 
unite to ensure an ample subscription 
to the 1919 Loan which alone \will 
render them impossible.
miles, the low gear being used for 
fifty miles without intermission. Game] 
abounds in plenty along the road, and 
at one point the driver was tempted 
to go moose hunting, by the sight of | 
a large moose standing near the trail.
The total mileage of the trip was j 
1,050 miles, arid this journey, was per­
formed with no other mishap than 
striking a cow with the fender. The 
tires-were-not-removed—and-returned- 
with their original air. The gasoline 
consumed was 49 gallons and the oil 
corrsumed was 8 pints. The writer ! 
claims many other points which un-i 
doubtedly w.ould interest car drivers, j 
but unfortunately they cannot be re-1 
peated here for the reason stated 
above. He is also very enthusiastic 
about the scenery of that long north- | 
ward trail, and claims that he has 
seen nothing else in B. C. to equal it, 
which is saying a great deal, especi­
ally when it is recalled that Govveii is | 
a traveller of no mean reputation.
A big concentrator, involving an 
outlay of $1,000,000, will Be erected by 
the Consolidated Mining and Smelting 
Company of Canada at Rossland or 
Trail. I t  is designed to treat the ores] 
of the Rossland camp by a process 
already elaborated at the Trail test 
concentrator, and will have a capacity | 
of 1,500 tons per day.
The loose ends of the-war will be 
prominent local cjtifcn tjijs week upon caught up by the Victory Loan 1919.
Office Men 
Read:
We have just made up 
a large quantity of
Scratch
Pads
All sizes, priced at from 
15c to 2Sc per pound, 
according to size.
U /> e  K elo w n a  Courier
Water Street Phone 96
and
T weeds
for Fall and Winter Wear m
In Splendi(i Variety. All at 
Very, Pleasing Prices
A LL W O OL V IC U N A  COATING, 54 inches \i4dc, in 
Rose, Golden and Natural, "at, per yard......................$3.95
DO NEG AL T W E E D  COATING; 54 inches wide, in good 
range of shades, at, per yard .......................................... $4.25
• I
T W E E D  M IXTU RE COATING, 54 inches wide, in dark 
shades, at, per yard 1.............. ......... .............. ....................$4.50
P R IE ST L Y ’S FIN E W O O L SU ITIN G S, in 5-yard ends, 
at, per yard ................. ........................................................ $5.50
A SSO R TED  GREY and BR O W N  SH A D E S SUITINGS, 
54 inches wide, at, per yard....$2.65, $2.75, and up to $3.50
K IM ONA CLOTHS in plain and fancy, at........... 50c, 65c
and up to, per yard...:................. ............... ......... ........,....$1,50
LAM B’S W OOL SL IP P E R  SO LES in Child’s, 
M isses’, Ladies’ and Men’s.
CO RTICELLI FING ERING  YA RNS in one-ounce balls, 
in good range, of shades. At, per ball.... . ...„.......,.....„...40c
BEDROO M  SL IPPE R S in Kosey Korner, Boudoir 
and Comfy styles. Some haye felt, leather and soft 
soles. Priced from ...................... .........75c up to $2.75
W O O L SCARFS and CAP SETS, assorted, colors.
CRIB COM FORTERS, SILK  KIM ONAS, WOOL 
j a c k e t s , w o o l  b o o t e e s , EID ER D O W N  
COATS FOR T H E  K ID D IE S.
C H IL D R E N ’S T W E E D  COATS with imitation fur trim­
ming, at ................ ..... .......... .................................................$9.75
L IT T L E  G ENTS’ K H A K I OVERGOATS, in sizes 20 to 
25, military style, at....................... ....$9.00, $9:25 and $9.50
B O Y S’ M ACKINAW  COATS in sizes 26 to 35, - in extra 
, good quality. Priced ........ .......... .....$12.00 to $15.00
B O Y S’ CORDUROY P A N T S in Brown and Fawn shades, 
at (according to size) ...$2.75 to $3.50
Come in and let us show you our 
excellent Teas, Coffee, Canned
. ■ .7.'
and Packaofe Goods.
Y O U ’L L  S E E  FR E SH , W HOLE- 
SOME FOODS A T  LOW  P R IC E S
N E IL SO N ’S CHOCOLATE BAR S—Classic Choco­
lates in boxes. Rosebuds in packages or bulk.
M INCEM EAT, put up in 2-lb. glass jars.
Q U E E N  OLIVES, in quart sealers.
P R E PA R E D  M USTARD, in 1-Ib. jars.
CA M PBELL’S CONDENS^ED SO U PS, in all
varieties.
CAM BRIDGE SA U SA G E S; B E E F ST E A K  and 
ONIONS.
GONG SOUPS, in 12 varieties.
B L U E  RIBBO N PEACH ES, in packages. 
DRO M EDARY DATES.
VICTO RIA CROSS C LEA N ED  CU RRA NTS, in
packages.
& GO.
—  T H E  CASH  ST O R E  —
« License No. 8-3649
Grocery Phone 35. Dry Goods Phone 58
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DOMINION LANDS
Increaae in Rato of Interest
PUBLIC NOt Fc E is hereby given that in accordance with tlic pro­
visions of an Act to amend the Do­
minion Lands Act, passed at the last 
Session Of Parliament, and commen­
cing from the 7tli July, 1919, where 
interest is chargeable, the rate of such 
' interest on all new transactions in con­
nection with Dominion Lands shall be 
six per centum per annum; also that 
from the 1st of September, 1919, the 
rate on all overdue instalments in con­
nection with both past and future 
transactions, will be increased to seven 




Department of the Interior,




K ELLER  BLOCK
K E L O W N A
Y\ This is the Season for
Ranges
Coal and W ood Heaters
Coal Hods Stftve Pipes




W ashing Machines and 
Wringers
W ash Tubs
W ash Boards •.
Dairy Pails Butter Prints 
Creamery Cans 




W all Paper Kalsomine
Alabastine Brooms * 
Mops Cedar Oil 
Duat M ops' FltJwer Pots 
Hanging Baskets 




Door Mats Coco Rugs 
' Jelly Jars 
Enamelled Sinks 
New-W illiam sp& —Dominion^ 
Sewing Machines 
Sharpies Suction Feed 
Separators
Household Fireproof Safes





THE WEEK IN CALGARY
Zero weather and snow would sug­
gest our weather this week. Potatoes 
arc rising in price; it is estimated that 
SO per cent of the Alberta and Sas­
katchewan crop is frozen in the 
ground. Car shortage prevents B. C. 
spuds from rolling in the quantity de­
manded and rumors arc abundant that 
heated cars arc all needed to move 
apples ami that vegetables will have 
to wait. Cars rolling west of Winni­
peg arc reported to have the prefer­
ence over refrigerator. Cars sent to 
U. S. points with meat have failed to 
return and arc doing service near 
there where a shortage also exists.
There is every prospect of spuds 
being high priced. We would urge 
that Uie small sized and unshapely po­
tatoes be kept at home, the class of 
spud coming from B. C. in some eases 
is a disgrace to the shipper. Our 
potato growers should sec the graded 
Netted Gems from Yakima, and try to 
imitate them; when we have the stock 
wc should supply the care in selection. 
Quality will very soon be the ruler of 
prices and wc should establish it now.
The fall varieties of apples up to 
the McIntosh are now selling at 
prices named, but so far only two cars 
of assorted winter apples have ar­
rived, not enough to establish regular 
wholesale prices. Green vegetables 
arc now coining from California and 
Sweet potatoes from Virginia. Ban­
anas are scarce owing to the messen­
gers' strike in the U. S. This condi­
tion will likely continue for some time. 
Sugar shortage has interfered with 
the sale of crated apples for domestic 
use. The promise of relief next 
month should change the present slow 
market; brown sugar, will arrive here 
next week from eastern refineries. 
Hothouse cucumbers are now coming 
from Illinois and Washington, and 
hothouse tomatoes from Victoria and" 
Vancouver. A few crates of plums 
and prunes are selling at good prices. 
The strawberries now arriving from 
the Fraser Valley show evidences of 
early frost; the quality is poor and 
prices are down., The following lines 
of fruit are offered in Calgary, mostly 
of non-competitive sorts: Quinces,
grapes, peaches, Casaba melons, Flor­
ida grape fruit, cranberries, and Span­
ish 'onion'sr also B. C. onions, which' 
are stiffening in price. Herbs, green 
mint, sage and thyme also ^re shown. 
Ontario chestnuts are seTlihg at 30c 
per lb. wholesale; none from B. C- 
have as yet reached this market.
.Calgary Wholesale Prices
■ Apples, Wealthy, No. 1, per box, 
$2.S0; jJo. 2, $2.25; No. 3, $1.25 to 
$1.50; Gravehstein, No. 1, $2.75 to 
$3.00; No. 2, $2.50; No. 3, $1.50 to 
$1.75; McIntosh Reds, No. 1, $2.75 to 
$2.85; No. 2, $2.40 to $2.50; No. 3, 
$1.00 to $1.50; pears, winter varieties, 
tNo.—1,-$3.75-to-$4.50;—Hyslop-crabs,^ 
$1.50 to $1.60; potatoes, B. C., per 
ton, $40.00; potatoes, local, per ton, 
$33.00; onions, B. C., No. 1, per ton, 
$63.00 to $67.00.
Edmonton
October 25.—Conditions on this 
market are somewhat unsettled at the 
present time, particularly on apples. 
In many cases apples are being sold 
-wholesale_for-4ess-than-_tliey_woulcL 
cpst at present market quotations.
ground and it is estimated that at 
least 50 per cent of the crop in North­
ern Alberta was lost.
During this week wc have bad 
heavy fall of snow and weather is 
much cooler and business is conse­
quently somewhat slower.
Hyslop crabs (consignment); pears 
per box, .$4.50; celery, per lb., 6c; cit 
roil and pumpkin, per Ib., 3yjc; apples, 
Mclntosii Reds, No. 1, per box, $2,90 
to .$3.00; No. 2, $2.75; No. 3, $2.25; 
Wcaltliys, No. 1, $2.50; crates, $1.50 to 
$2.00.
THINKS PRICES TOO
LOW. ON BEST APPLES
Difference in Price Between Higher 
and Lower Grades Not Sufficient
The following opinions as to prices 
of No. 1 apples arc voiced by Mr. J 
A. Grant, the fruit markets commis­
sioner at Calgary: ' *
Apples are in line with clothing and 
boots, the public arc demanding the 
best, but, unlike tlic clothing and 
boots, they do not judge the quality 
by the price demanded. Wc hear a 
persistent demand for our best apples, 
but with it comes the bead-shake at 
the price asked. Wc have always 
held that the finest apples arc under- 
priced by comparison with the lower 
grade and arc now convinced that the 
public will not touch any other grade 
until the finest has been consumed.
Tlie condition is national, not local, 
and wc must now consider the time 
opportune to advance the higher grade 
in price and reduce the lower grades. 
It is very evident that unpacked crated 
apples are unpopular. We see fine 
apples both in color and size in crates 
which if graded and packed would 
prove attractive to the buyer’s eye, 
but rolled into an apple box without 
symmetry they do not look inviting.
After all, it is the attractive pack 
and package that moves first on sale. 
Quality being equal the packed stuff 
will sell at a price that will well repay 
the labor entailed in packing.
NEW RULING ON
FREIGHT CARLOADS
The B. C. Traffic and Credit Asso­
ciation, backed up by the Western 
Jobbers’ Association, protested against 
the minimum load for refrigerator 
carT“ban'g~36;000''lbsT'and asked the 
railway companies for a return to the
30.000 load rifinimum. This has been 
epneeded without an order by the 
Railway Commission, with the under­
standing that shippers Will load as 
heavily as possible. There is. a great 
shortage of requirement in refriger­
ator cars and much loss is likely to 
result owing to this cause. It is next 
to impossible to secure cars to roll 
vegetables and potatoes and shippers 
find it hard to. obtain enough cars to 
roll the higher grade apples. Tl^e
30.000 minimum will expedite country 
orders w her^it would be impossible
For quite a while it looked as if we 
would have fairly reasonably priced 
local potatoes, but recently frost 
caught a lot of the potatoes in the
BB9DI
C R E A M  P R IC E S /rom iV ot;.7 sZ
A T  K E L O W N A — No. 1, 62c per lb. butterfat.
No. 2, 60 c per lb. butterfat.
K E L O W N A  CREAM ERY, L IM IT E D
to use the heavier ‘ load, but beyonc 
such cases it will be in the interest o ' 














T he Original L ight W eight, portab le . Gasoline S  
O perated Drag Saw and Power P lant. 5  
F requently  Im itated—Never Equalled. =
F o r cu ttin g  cordwood, shingle bolts, land 5
clearing—to replace hand-bucking in the woods o r on S—i»nv—nnaltinn nnri _
' i
in -a n y  -p o s itlo n -an d  _ undeE_aU-condltions-----S_
anyw hore—tho "W E E  MacGKEGOU” . Is w ithout an  — 
equal. The free working clutch, expanding m etal band  S  
type, on tho engine shaft, positively will not slip. I t  — 
does aw ay w ith nil fabric band linings which a re  ex- — 
pensive and  unsatisfactory . Uso oil freely  on IL “
WEE'MacGREaOR 
SAW  MANUFACTURING CO.
310 Granville s t re e t  Vancouver, B.C.




Calgary has thfee fiublic markets 
now. The City Public Market, owned 
and managed by the city; the New 
Calgary Market, situated on Seventh 
Avenue west, and now there has 
opened in the Pryce Jones, building an 
up-to-date market where many of the 
leading Calgary fruit and vegetable 
merchants have opened a branch 
store. This is known as the Western 
Market and is situated on the corner 
of Twelfth avenue and First street 
west. ‘It is heralded to be the largest 
and̂  most up-to-date market in Can­
ada. Mr. S. G. Freeze, who has for 
years been a leader amongst retail 
fruit men, and also does a wholesale 
trade, has a branch there, so has the 
Melrose Fruit & Produce Co., and Mr. 
Scott, Manager British North America 
Fruit Co., and many others. This 
market is well located and well ar­
ranged for light, is under the manage­




Mr. J. R. F. Kenny, manager for the 
Scott Fruit Co. in their Calgary 
branch, has resigned. Mr. Dan, Mc- 
Callum, of tli&j^ictoria Fruit Co., Ed­
monton, has been appointed to suc­
ceed him. Mr. Clias. Wilkins, of Ed­
monton, has been appointed manager 
of the Victoria Fruit Co. there.
Trail Football Club had a deficit of 
$440 last season, but the financial 
situation is considered satisfactory, 
having-rcgaTd“to''tlreTlarge~undertak-' 
ings of the club, and it is felt there 
will be little trouble in meeting the 
deficit.
Wc have Victory, but it is not paid 
for yet.
'“•f ■
THE JOYS OF HALLOWE’EN
Summcrland is somcwliat nervous 
about the possibility of damage being, 
done to property by tliougbllcss cclc- 
brators of Ilallowc’cij, and tlic*Rccvc 
appealed in last week’s issue of the 
“Review" to the boys and younger 
men to refrain from tarring, painting 
and otherwise disfiguring buildings. 
It is strange that wilful damage of this 
sort can be esteemed as ‘̂fun’’ by any 
one, and surely it is possible to cele­
brate Hallowe’en in a jovial way with­
out wanton destruction and marring 
the appearance of a town.
Our High Class 
Laundry Work
always appeal to men who arc par­
ticular. The perfection with which wc
finish, shirts, collars, white waistcoats, 
etc., always meets their ideas of how 
u man’s linen should be. Wc shall be 
glad to have you tc.st the character of 
our work and will send for your things 
this week if you s:iy»so.
Kelowna Steam Laundry
Phone 5401
Don’t wait for your business to . grow—Advertise in The Courier
D O YOU realize how much time you can waste over a cranky range?, ,
E v e r y  b u sy  w om an sh ou ld  h a v e  a 
Kootenay to  work with—grates easy to  
work, ashes easy to  take out, oVen, 
quick to  respond, doors fitting right, ] 
a well-made reliable range.
Ask to see the Kootenay. b.
Sold by
Morrison, Thompson H dwe. Co.
OFFiCIAL PROSPECTUS
T h e  S r S d ^ e  fr o m  W ar to  P e a c e ” —T h e P r in ce  o i  W oi«».
The Minister of Finance of the Domionion of Canada offers for Public Subscription the
$300,000,000. 5 ^  G old B onds
Bearing interest from November TsL 1919, and offered in two maturities, the choice of which is optional
with the subscriber as follows: .
5 year Bonds d lie November 1st, 1924 15 year Bonds due November 1st, 1934
_ Principal payable without charge at the Office of the Minister of Finance arid Receiver Genei^ at 
Ottawa,, or at the Office of the Assistant Receiver General at Halifax, St. John, Charlottetown, Montreal, 
Toronto, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary and Victoria.
Bonds may be register^ as to principal or as to principal and interest, as hereinafter provided, a t any 
of the above-rnentioned offic^. .
Interest payable, without charge, half-yearly. May 1st and November_lst, at any branch in Canada 
of any Chartered Bank.
Principal and Interest payable in Gold. Denomlnatioos: |50, $100, $500, and $1,000
Issu e  P rice : 100 an d  A ccrued  In te re s t ,  
In co m e  R e tu rn  p e r A n n u m
 ̂The proceeds of the Loan will be used to pay indebtedness Incurred, and to meet expenditures 
"tO'beTmade in connectlon'withr demobilization (including the authorized war service gratuity 
to our soldiers, land settlement loans, and other purposes connected with their re-establishment 
into civil life), for capital outlay upon shipbuilding, and other national imdertakings forming 
part of Canada’s industrial reconstruction programme, and for the establishment of any neces­
sary credits for the purchase of grain, foodstuffs, timber arid other products, and will be spent 
wholly in Canada.
Payment to be made as follows:
10% on application; 20% December 9th, 1919; 20% January 9th, 1920;
20% February 10th, 1920; 31.21% March 9th, 1920.
The last payment of 31.21% covers 30% balance of principal and 1.21% representing accrued interest 
at 5J^% from November 1st to due dates of the respective instalments.A G,11 U«lf _4._III 1___ U _%jr__ :__________ i •____A full half-year’s interest will be paid on May 1st, 1920, making the cost of the bonds 100 and interest." 
Subscriptions may be paid in full at the time of application at 100 without interest, or on any insml-
-ment-due-date-thereafterj-together-with'accrued-interestat'the“rate oL5M%T>er'annumr— — ----  '
This Loan is authorized under Act of the Parliament of Canada, and both principal and interest are 
aree UDon the C onsolidated R evenue F u n d . * 'a ch g upo
The amoimt of this issue is $300,000,000, exclusive of the amount (if any) paid for by the surrender of 
bonds of previous issues. The Minister of Finance; However, reserves the right to a‘"
part of the amount subscribed in excess of $300,000,000.
Payments
llot the whole or any
All cheques, drafts, etc., covering instalments are to be made payable to the Credit of the Minister of 
Finance. Failure to pay any instalment when due will.render previous payments liable to forfeiture, and 
the allotment to cancellation. Subscriptions other than'those paid in full on application must be accom-
Eanied by a deposit'of 10% of the amount subscribed. Official Canvassers will forward subscriptions or any... ... f mZ .. M... $3 A** la ... 1 A A A _ ̂  _ * A * ̂          J *    _    ̂T  A_ _ ' ■aranch in Canada of any Chartered Bank will accept subscriptions and issue receipts.Subscriptions may be paid in full at time of application at 100 without interest, or on any instalment
due date thereafter, together with accrued interest to time of making payment in full. Under this provision, 
payment of subscriptions may be made as follows: *
If paid in full on or before November 15th, 1919, par without interest or 100%.
If remaining instalments paid on Dec. 9th, 1919, balance of 90% and interest (890.52 per $100). .
If remaining instalments paid on Jan. 9th, 1920, balance of 70% and interest (870.84 per $100).
If remaining instalments paid on Feb. 10th, 1920, balance of 50% and interest ($51.08 per $100).
If remaining instalment paid on Mar. 9th, 1920, balance of 30% and interest ($31.21 per $100).
Payment of instalments or payment in full after November 16th, 1919, can be made only wi an instal­
ment due date.
Dexiomlnatlon and Registration
Bearer bonds, with coupons, will be issued in denomination of $50, $100, $500, and $1,000, and may be 
registered as to principal; • The first coupon attached to these bonds will be due on May 1st; 1920.
Fully registered bonds, the interest on which is paid direct to the owner by Government cheque, will be . 
issued in deriominations of $500, $1,000, $5,000, $10,000, $25,000, $50,000, $100,000. or any multiple of 
$100,000.
Payment of Interest
A full half-year’s inter^t at the rate of 6H% per annum will be paid May 1st, 1920.
Form of Bond and Delivery
Subscribers must indicate on their applications the form of bond and the denoniinations required, and 
the securities so indicated will be delivered by the bank upon payment of subscriptions in full.
Bearer bonds of this issue will be available for delivery at the time of application to subscribers desirous 
of making payment in full. Bonds registered as to principal only, or fully registered as to princiixil and 
interest, will be delivered to subscribers making payment in full, as soon as the required Tegistration can be 
made. •
Payment of all instalments must be made at the bank originally named by the subscriber.
Non-negotiable receipts will be furnished to all subscribers who desire to pay by instalments. These' ■ 
receipts will be exchangeable at subscriber’s bank for bonds on any instalment date when subscription is 
paid in full. All receipts must be exchanged before 1st June, 1920.
Form of Bonds Interchangeable
Subject to the payment of 25 cents for each new bond issued, holders of fully registered bonds without 
coupons will have the right to convert into bonds with coupons, and holders of bOqds with coupons will 
have the right to convert into fully registered bonds without coupons, at any time, on application to the 
Minister of Finance or any Assistant Receiver General. .
Formg\)f application may be obtained from any Official Canvasser, from any ‘Victory Loan Committee, 
or member thereof, or from any branch in Canada of any Chartered Bank.
Subscription Lists wHI close pn_qiLh_efore_Novembei^
Department of Finance, Ottawa, October 27th, 1919.
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Kelowna District Honor Roll Glenmore N otes
The weather man was responsible, V vrw«»»i«v.« «S«MSI WtSCi A VO|/V̂II 9 1 Mau
In an effort'to compile an Honor Roll of the Kelowna District on Wednesday
w e are submitting to the people of the district the. names given be-1 ,??,'»?*’* tarcwell party given by Mrs. 
low. This is far from complete, and, in many instances, it is no ddubt (i •'* '“‘Jl
incorrect, and w e appeal for the- assistance of everyone. W ill all K«‘̂ chic and licr daugli-
those who see any errors or omissions kindly inform us, preferably I
in writing, so that we may make the alterations.* For the next two . Mrs. J. Ritchie with her daughter 
or three months this list will be published from time to tim<? with Catherine, left for the cast on Friday 
revisions to date. A  postcard from the soldier himself br from som c-Jen route for Scotland, where they in- 
one in his family giving his full name, whether correct in the list or tend to spend the winter at Mrs. 
not, would likewise be appreciated. The duplication and transposi- Ritchie’s former home. Mr. Paton 
tion of initials has been found the most formidable obstacle to a (Mrs. Ritchie’s brother) accompanied
correct list.
c:. E. G. Adams 
H. E. Adams .
A. J. Adams 
C. D.— Adams , 
Jack Adams 
G. Forbes. Adams 
E. Adamson 
J. M. Affleck 
O. St. P. Aitkens
^ntes Akcroyd 
Thomas Q  Akcroyd, 
Frank K. Akcroyd 
J. Alexander,






L. D. Brown-CIayton 
G. H. Brush 
S. C. Buck 
F. Bull





Herbert .1. Edwards 
W. M. Edwards 
Archie Edwards ,











R. A. S: Allen
C. C. Allen 
Thomas Allen 
A. C. Anderson
Robert R. Cameron 
Bain Caldcr
G. R. Ettcr 
William Arthur Evans 
Tom'A. Evans
H. Everett
^ m e s  Calderbanks




W. A erson 
C. Anderson 
J. Anderson 
Arthur W. Andrews 
Reuben Archibald 
H. N. Armstrong . 
H. Armstrong






, M. J. Fcatherstonhaugh 
Fred J. Feeney
them.
Mr. F. J, Beckett, of Regina, bro­
ther of Mrs. ■ J, Vint, is visiting here, 
and, intends to remain for the winter..
Miss L. M. Rumble spent the week­
end with friends in Vernon, returning 
on Sunday.
Ranchers were treated to water on 
Friday, October 24, for the last time 
this season. There has been much 
I comment as to why the reservoir 
should finish up the season full when 
the. water would have been a boon to 
so many during the recent busy 
weeks. This water will only be wasted 
in the spring, with the flood water 
that comes down.
ing, and causing much' anxiety, as DRAFT HORSES ARE 
thousands of boxes of apples arc stilt NEEDED OVERSEAS
on the trees. On Monday spirits rose I ' - '
considerably due to the milder wca-[ The scarcity of draft horses both for
tlier, which gave promise that'picking city trade and farm work exists not 
would soon be resumed. In fact a only in Great Britain but on the con- 
few bold ones ventured, but their tinent. Belgium is in'necd of large 
ardor was checked by a heavy snow- numbers of moderalely priced horses 
storm. Let us adopt the motto, "Nil for the use of repatriated peasants. In 
desperandum.’’ We have we.athcrcd the Agricultural Gazette for October 
many difficulties in the Okanagan and appears a statement by Mr. H. S. Ar- 
anticipatc finishing the apple harvest, j kell, livestock commissioner, who re-
“ it :------------------------ ccntly visited Europe and found on
SEED GRAIN READY inciuiring into -the horse trade that
NOW FOR DISTRIBUTION France is in the market for farm
Goods Bought and 
Sold on Commission
G.*W.
UN N IN G H AU
AUCTIONEER. 
Warehouse Next to C.P.R. Wharf
Jas. J. Carney 
J. A. Carpendal 
E. Carter




P. y . Atkinson 
H. .A. Atkin 
E.. Atkins
G. R. Cascaden 
A. H. Casorso 
Alfred M. Gather 





. A. W. Fethcr 
W. R, Field
Rain, frost, sunshine, spowl A good 
variety of weather expected in De­
cember, not October in the Sunny 
Okanagan. However, this is what the 
weather man has been handing out| tion forms will - be 
during the past week, retarding piclĉ  February 1, 1920.
The annual free distribution of 1
samples of seed grain is being con- work horses arc scarce and
ducted at the Centrar Experimental Greece, ac
Farm, Ottawa, by the Dominion
Ccrcalist. . making inquiries regarding
The following kinds of seed grain I 
will be sent out this season:
Spring wheat (in about S-lb. sam­
ples), white oats (about 4 lb.), barley 
(about S lb.), field peas (not garden ■ n, c r, t>- , 
peas) (about S A,.), field beans (early L  "’
ripening, only for districts whore the I Ldndon, England,
FLOUR AND PEED alwaya 
in Stock at Lowest Prices.
Agent for Magnet Separators
I ENGLISH FRUIT BUYER
VISITING p r o v i n c e !
Mr. S. P. Birch, representing T. J.
is visit­
ing B. C. points this week. Mr. Birchseason is short) (about 2 lb.), flax for ti. G. points this eek. r. irch 
seed (about 2 lb.), and flax for fibre Ilf® been through , Nova Stotia and 
(about 2 lb  ̂ ’ .O'Bario previous to coming here. T.
CHAPMAN
(about 2 lb.)
Only one sample can be sent to 
each applicant.
Applications must be on printed 
forms which may now be obtained 
from the Dominion Cerealist.
J. Poupart bandies iinincnsc quatUi- 
'■s of fruit in season from all parts 
of tlio world. They sell by privalc 
agents for slilppcrs. They make ad­
vances on treaty only and do not buy, 
acting as comniissionAs the stock of seed is limited I co niission agents wlicn
--------------- \  . . ’ I such IS requested by the shipper.
■AND
Heavy
farmers are advised to apply early to 
avoid disappointment. No applica-
furnished after













William E. Fisher 
Joseph T. Fisher , 
Joseph H. Fisher 
H. W. Fiske 
W. J .  Fleet 
E. R. Flowell
Comrades of th^ Last Post
“They gavŜ  their Uvea for their country, and gained for theinaelvea 
a glory that can never fade, a tomb that shall stand as a mark forever. 
I do not meati that , in which their bodies Ue, but in which, their re>.. 
nown Uves after them, to be. remembered forever, on eyery occasion 
Of speech or action which calls it to mind.
“For the wEole earth is  idle grave and monument of heroes. It 
is pot the mere graving upon marble in their native land which sets 
forth their deeds; but even in lands where they were strangers there 
Uyes an unwritten record in every heart—felt, though never embod­
ied.’’—“Funeral Oratlon“-iPericles.“  --------------------- ---------"




R. F.< H.' Barlee 
Sidney P. Bacon 
Sidney Baron , 
George A. Batchelor 
A. V. Begbie 




A. L.; Browne 















O. A. Pease 
L. Pettigrew 
F. M. Plowman 








H. W. Roberts 
A. J. Rogers 
H. G. Rowley 
Herbert H.' Ryder 
Samuel J. Ryder
. R. C. Hardy 
I Alexander R. Harman 
L. G. Harris 
! Chas. Harvey 
E. C. Harvey 
C. H. Haskin 
R. H. Haug 
W. R. J. Hawtrey 
I Chas. Hawes 
I  John Haynes 
J. W. Haynes 
A. H. Hayward 
I E. J. Hayward 
J. D. Henderson 
John James Hereron. 
Jas. Inughan 
H. J. Hewetson 
W. G. H. Hewlett 
, W. H. Hewlett 
Arthur Hill 




I Wilfred Hince 
G. W. Hinchesman 
I G. F. Hinchesman 
I  d ,' C, D. 'Hinkson 
C. W. Holden 
Peter Holes 
David Hookham 
J. T. Hbppenstadt 
Geoffrey Horner 
I W. Horsley ,
J. S. Hossey 
E. C. Hoy 
G. E. Hudson 
pj. T. Hughes 
! G, K. Hutchinson 
W, E. Hunter 
G. E., Huntley ■
C. L. Hunt
V. B. Milner-Jones 
R. F. Minns
W. E. W, Mitchell 
A. Mitchell
G. Monseigny 




A. G, Moon 













H. H .. McDougall 
J. P. McGarrlty 






D. C. McMillan 
Daniel McMillan 
Angus McMillan






W. Impett . 
A. Innocent
John Kincaid
A. W. Russell-Cowan 
Frank Cownie
W. L. D’Aeth 
W. J. Davies 
Herbert W. Duggan. 
J. Duhamel 




G. H. Longstaff 






F^. C. Eilowart 















I John Jardine 
Tepson
J. F. Johnson 
L. Johnston
Percy Neave 














C. S. Shayler 
M. Shearan
J. B. Shepard ’
J.. W. N. Shepherd 
R. Stillingfleet 
JY. Shugg
L. B. Simeon 
B. P, Simpsoii
M. Skae 
Fred B. Small 





G. K. Smith '
D. B. Smith 
P. Smith
F; Smith 
J. D. Smith 
A. J. Smith
A. Smith - * .
R. R. Smith
, P* _B. Snashall






A. C. Stirling 
T. W. Stirling 
A. Stirling
J . R. J. Stirling 
A. E. Stocks 




R. H. riBtubbs 
L. Sumners
C. W. Sutherland *
- G. Gr Sutherland“̂  ̂ “
H, Swenton 
H, Swinton 
Geo. W. Sweny 
J. Symonds
W. J. Matthias 
J. J. Mills 
G. I.. Monford 
C. L. Moubra^
A. Temple 
A. B. Thayer 
J. Twigg „
^m es 'Favell








Frederick Fisher ___ ____ _
W. H. Field-Flowers K. McKenzie 
H. Foster J. L. McMillan
_ _ L: A. McMillan
L. H. Garnet N. McMillan
R. A. Geer* A. McNeill
Cyril Gore Stanley E. MePhec
J. A. Watt
E. L. Ward
F. B. Whittingham 
C. Whittaker 
Arthur Wigglesworth 
H. J. Williams 
Milton Wilson
W. H. Wilson ■' 
A.. J. Winslow
C. Kay 
I F: a . Keith 
J. N. Kennedy 
G. N. Kennedy
E. A. Kidner _ 
r Graham KincaidI John Kirk 
C. A. Kirkby 
T. H. Keown ..






M, O. O’Bryan 
V. G. Odling 
H. Olds
Joseph M. Paret 
R. H. Parkinson 
E. Partington




W. T. Thacker 





R. F. H. Barlee
H. H. Barlee 
W. R. Barlee








A. G, Bennett 
R. C.. Bennett 







H. H. b irkett 
Thomas C. Black 
Gerald R. S. Blackaby 
E. Blackwood 
Norman Blackwood





F. H. Coles 
F. A. Colbard 
Geo. Collins 







D. F. Cummings 
George Curts.
J. W. Fletcher 
W. H. Flowers 
Frank Foot 
J. L. Forsyth 
G. B. Ford







Wa/alter A. Fuller 
W. S. I^ilcr
C. H. R. Dain
N. J. Dalgleish 
R. D. Darkis





J. Harry Davies 
Fred J. I
R. D. Booth 
L. Bowdery 
A. B. .Bouchie 
A. Bouvette
^  .. Day






H. G. M. Gardner 
O, L. Geer 

















I  H. G. Lancaster








I N. Lefevre 
I L. Lefroy
E. W. Leggatt
G. T. Leggatt 
A. L. Lemon 







H. B. Lloyd 
J. E. Lloyd
G. H. Longstaff 
R. C. Lousemore 








H. R. Perry 
Peters




J. R. Pitcairn 
J. Plant
J. Plowman 
W. J. Plowman 
J. Porter 
H. H. Price 
J. D. Priestley 
J .  Pringle
S. Pyman
R. Thompson 
W. M. Thomson 
W. Thompson 
J. Thompson 
■ C. Thompson 
J. S. Thomson 
G, Thomlinson, Sr,
G. Thomlinson, Jr. 
F. J. Thorne
F. J. Tilly
H. J. J. Tillbrook 
Thomas H, Toynbee 
H. W. Treadgold 
A. G. Treadgold
J. C. Urquhart





1 W. S; Bouvette C. W. Dickson
H. T. Bowen A. J. Dickson
H, Bowser \ W. Dickson
B. F. Boyce J. T. Diggle
William Bradley H. R. F. Dodd
 ̂ 9 H. BVatIford C. Dodds
John Brent Chailes Dodds '
7 . Brtxlba ^ Rdbert N. Pun^aa
R. Gra 
J. P. c . .  
H. Green
ray
W. P. Greenwood 




W. G. Mace 
J. L. Macready 
W. A. Magee 
J. C. Mallam 
I  W. Marshall 
F. A. Martin *
M. H. Martindale 
J- Marty 
J. H, Mason 
W. Mathey 
T, B. Mathison 
H. G. V. MatthetVs









C. R. Reid 
Chas. C. Reid 
G. Reith •





















A. D. Weddell 
C. Weddell 
E. Weeks 
J. A. Weir 
J. E. Wheeler 
R. Whillis 
G. K. White 
J. White












J. H. Wilson 
G. Wilson
G. H. Wilson 
J. L. Wilson 
W. W. Wilson 
Leslie Wilson 
' C. A. Winslow 
C. _0. Woodworth 
William Woods 
M. G. E, Woodmass 
J. H. Wylkes
W. F. A._Saling_ 
J .K rS alvage
JEthcl-Hall-
H. T. Meugens 
W. F. Middleton 
Jas. Miller 




L. A. Seaman 
William Senman 
Percy H. Seeley- 









Evelyn M. Spencer 
Miss L. Thompson 
Jtij^s ^inter;i
The Fish Market
ALL KINDS OF FRESH FISH 
DAILY—DELIVERY MADE 
Phone 243 Nearly Opposite Wharf
SORE THROAT, C OLDS





 ̂ Hamlin’s Wizard" Oil is a simple 
and effective treatment for .sore 
throat and chest colds. Used as a 
gargle for sore throat it brings quick 
relief. Rubbed on the chest it will 
[ often loosqjj up a hard, deep-seated 
cold in one night.
How often siirains, bruises, cuts 
and burns occur in every family, as 
I  well as little troubles like earache,
[ toothache, cold sores, canker sores, 
stiff neck, and tired aching feet.
I Soothing, healing Wizard Oil will ai­
rways bring quick relief. '
I —Gelrit 'from-druggists f6r“30 cents. 
If  not satisfied return, the bottle and 
get your money back.-
Ever constipated or have sick 
headache? Just try Wizard Liver 
Whips, pleasant little pink pills, 30 
cents. Guaranteed.
T  raotor 
W ork
W e are prepared to 
contract for plowing", 
discing or grading with 
Cle"V̂ eland Tractor.
Pow er Belt *work up 
to 20 H.P.^
Bankhead Orchard Go., Ltd.
KELOWNA
m
. f e l
of the property of A. H. Homuth, at the H O M U T H  
RANCH , onrthe Vernon RoadrdTmileTfrpm Kelowna
On. Saturday, N ovem ber 8fh
1
1 Reg. Clydesdale Stallion (im 
ported), “Dean Swift.” Eng­
lish Register 5397; Canadian 
Registry 12936.
1 ten year old Mare, 1,300 lbs.
1 six year old Mare, 1,400 lbs. 
”f^four^“y^ar” ord“ Gel3ing, T,“400r 
1 four year old Gelding, 1,200. 
1 four year old Mare, 1,200.
1 Milch Cow, fresh last August.
1 three year old Cow, fresh.
3 Yearling Heifers.
1 Yearling Steer.
4 Heifer Calves. '
1 Registered Aberdeen Angus 
Bull, “Black McGregor,” No. 
17,800.
1917 Overland Ckir, wire 
wheels.
2 Sets Heavy Dpuble Harness.
1 Set Light Double Harness.
1 Set Single Driving Flarncss.
2 Stock Saddles.
1 Lady’s Stock Saddle.
2 pair Chaps.
4 Horse Blankets.
6 Horse Collars and Halters.
1 Frost & Wood Mower, 4l4 ft.
1 Dccring Mower, S ft.
I Hay Tedder.
1 Set Iron Harrows.
J Ploughs.








Sets Horse Forks, and Cables 






Quantity of Pulleys and Ropes. 
10 tons No. 1 Seed Oats.
I ’Set Scales, 1,200 capacity.
—1—Platforrn^Caler^5-ton-Gapacity—I 
1 complete Blacksmith outfit.
1 complete Carpenter’s outfit.
2 Pairs Ice Tongs.
Bicycle Knife Grinder.
Power Horse Clipper.
1 New Bicycle. '





1 Set 3-horse Doubletrees,
40 Rods Hog Wire.
40 Hens.
12 Hand and Manure Forks.
2 Post Hole Augurs.
.Scythe. Crowbars. Shovels. 
Rakes. Hoes. Canthooks.
6 Chains.
1 Winchester Rifle, 38.55. 
Remington Rifle, .22.
S, & v/. Revolver, .38.
All the Household Furniture:
1 Piano, cost $1,200.
1 complete Parlor Suite. /
■ jUx^compIcte Dininv-room Suit ■ 
China and Glassware.
Carpets. Pictures.








Many other articles not mcn- 
. tioned.
Sale at 12 o’clock sharp. The Furniture w ill be 
sold first.
Terms: Cash.
N o Reserve as the Ranch is sold.
15
GEO. W. CUNNINGHAM.
-2 . A U C T IO N E E R
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URGENT NEED OF 
 ̂ GREATER PRODUCTION
Muot Not Trample on Fallen 
Says Mr. Lloyd George
Foe,
In a recent speecli at Sheffield, 
Premier Lloyd George urged the need 
of greater production on the part of 
the British nation. He pointed out 
that the national debt was nearly 
8,000,000,000, He said wages had 
doubled, the hours of work we're cur­
tailed and the standard of living was 
higher than ever, but that that stan­
dard had not been preserved by u
concourse of tribunals or the deci­
sions of labor conferences.
The premier called upon the British 
people to sec that the pcaci; was a real 
peace. '
“It is not the British habit,*' he said, 
“to nag, harry, insult and trample a 
bleeding foe. So long as GermaifV 
conforms to the conditions wo have 
laid down, we must give her a clear 
chance to lead a decent, peaceable and 
honorable existence.'*
I Exaggerated Story 
Told by Coast Lady
Kitsilano Times Prints Story of Fruit 




Raspberries of large size and fine 
flavor were picked at Naramata on 
October 20.
■ y
MEN ARE BECOMING 
BETTER CLOTHES BUYERS
1
B e f o r e  the war many men were careless buyers of clothing, becaue 
there w as an abundance of trustworthy 
materials to be had.
But now it is different!
To-day every man realizes the need of aelect- 
ing carefully his tailor. Choose fabrics only from 
a dependable line that is not tainted with adulterated 
fabrics. ‘ . ^  '
M A O £ -T O -M E A S U R e  
C U O T H E S  FOR M EN
represen t on ly  th e  choicest o f honest fabrics and the  skill of 
an  organization o f conscientious tailor crafters who produce 
garm ents of such  superior ta ilo ring  and  sty le th a t wo are 
p roud  to a ttach  ou r name. Com e see us to-day.
H, P. HICKS 7'E N ’S O U T F IT T E R
A recent issue of the ' Kitsilano 
Times (said Kitsilano being a 
suburb of Vancouver), contains a yarn 
of considerable interest to growers 
and others engaged in the fruit indus­
try in li. C. The story appears to be 
an authentic interview with a lady 
just returned from a visit to the in­
terior, Salmon Arm and Kaslo being 
the particular points cited. Whatever 
the situation at the above localities, 
in no respect can any part of the well 
spun yarn apply to Kelowna or dis­
trict. The Dominion Canners B. C.
Unless Lumber Dwellings Become 
Popular, Shortage Is Sure to Con­
tinue for 15 or 20 Years
Lecturing before the Society of 
Areliitcets, recently, Charles Ruthven, 
member of the council, produced fig­
ures as to the country's housing 
nced?j, showing that even if the out­
put of brick increased 250 per cent it 
would be fifteen to twenty years bcr 
fore the present shortage would be 
overtaken. At the present time seven 
million people were improperly 
housed.
The faqts, he stated, shovVed the 
impossibility of the production of 
brick houses and the crying need of 
the immediate use of wood in build­
ing.
He estimated that if the housing 
problem is to he handled in any de­
gree satisfactorily during the nextLtd. have hoch ruiining'an advertise-1 ' ---------------  ------ c —- -----
ment in The Courier of late offering years a grand total of 1,044,000 
$20.00 to $25.00 per ton for culls and must.be erected, or well over
windfalls, and an evaporating firm in | each year. Calculating 25,000
Kelowna also pays $20,00 per ton for 
the same quality of apple. A recent 
'windstorm caused great loss in this 
district to the grower, many tons of 
the finest apples being blown to the 
ground and thereby becoming unfit 
for shipment. The greater portion of 
[ these apples have been handled by the 
cannery and evaporator. The moral 
of the lady’s story would appear to be 
the need of cannery and evaporating 
I plants in not only Salmon Arm and 
I Kaslo but every fruit growing centre 
in the province. Following is the 
portion of the interview to which ex­
ception is taken:
bricks to each house, this would mean 
that five thousand million bricks 
would be required each year. To 
secure this amount two and a half I 
times the number of workmen cn-i 
gaged in this industry before the war j 
must be found to meet the demand
WORKING GLASSES
BAGK^NE OF LOAN
Their $500 and Under, Subscriptions 
Are Required to Make New Victory 
Loan a Success




FOR YOUR  
USE
Phone 110
Our own Ice Cream, made with 
Pure Cream Only. It’s delicious.
Special attention to Afternoon 
Teas and Light Lunches, at any 
'^hour: Tea'rCoffeei“Col:"oa7“Choco^ 
late, Bovril, Soups, Eggs, Bread, 
Buns, Sandwiches, Toast, Cakes, 
etc.
Fresh stock of high grade Choco­
lates— Moir’s, Paterson’s; Gan- 
ong’s and Neilson’s.
Arrange to meet your friends or 
wait for your car in bur Parlor.
W IN TER  & CHAPIN
Mrs. W. Vcrmilyea, 2068 Fifth Ave.,
West, has just returned from the in- Every little bit counts. Let no I 
terior. Being;a woman of observa- citizen of Canada who has faith in the 
lion she paid some attention to the u-. -.t i . •
fruit situation in the valleys and a country withhold his
comparison of prices there and in the new Victory Loan
j  Vancouver were interesting to say the eiiterpfiisc because he is only able'to
c a f  J afford $100.I'ruit of fine quality and flavor was tt„ ei,^„i.i c .u t .found to be a drug on the market and , should take heart from the fact
was wasting on the ground under the that the working classes formed the 1 
trees. Fruit of similar qualily was MJackbone of the subscribers to last * 
50c a dozen in Vancouver. ^  J  year’s Victory Loan. There were no
1 he orchardists can only dispose of -rm u -i.hand-picked fruit, free from blemish, than 707,701 subscribers of I
and the windfalls'cannot be disposed | p500 arid under and their subscriptions 
of at any price.
r This was the situation at Salmon 
Arm and Kaslo, though a firm in Ver­
non would pay $15.00 a ton for them.
The picking, freight and other charges 
[ would eat-up- about-half of the“price 
I received and the grower would re­
ceive the munificent sum of $7.50 a 
ton for apples that sell for SOc a dozen 
in this city.
I This figures up at about 20c a box 
l and you know what YOU pay for 
I apples.
But the wholesalers here tell you 
fruit is scarce and they are not mak- 
I ing anything. -
In the orchard country there is a 
scarcity of .^Dickers, Containers and 
cars to ship fruit out, and added to 
this the. sugar situation complicates 
I matters.
, In a fruit Frowine province anoles 
I should be cheap but as a matter of 
fact the price in the city is high and 
the fruit ~is“rotting iio lie  country.
Regarding the statement that wind­
falls could be sold in Vancouver for 
I 50c a dozen, an extract from the Fruit 
Markets Bulletin of two weeks ago,
I tells its own story:
WINNIPEG, Oct. 15.—There must 
I have been a windstorm in B. C. lately 
I as two cars of McIntosh Reds exam­
ined look that way; the No. I’s in one
|-car-were—07Kr-but“the~NoT~2’s“weTe"
amounted to over $100,000,000.
I Now, if every subscriber of $500 and 
under last year were to resolve to 
double the amount of their siibscrip- 
Ttions^during the—present—effort—the 
Loan would be on the straight road 
to success. The working classes stand 
to benefit considerably from the wise 
use of the working capital provided 
by the Victory Loan. They have I 
shared in the prosperity which has 
been the good fortune of Canada dur­
ing the .war and after, and they will 
participate in the advantaiges of the I 
trade and business which will con­
tinue during the reconstruction per­
iod as the effect of their financial help 
and co-operation.
: Let the slogan of the average man 
and -woman-in-:Canada-be'“Doubie^last 
year’s subscription,” and all will be I 
well with the Victory Loan, 1919.
KEEP IMPLEMENTS
UNDER GOOD COVER I
in such a rotting condition that they 
had to be repacked. In the other car 
65 boxes of No. 3 McIntosh Red are 
worthless from rotting and this con­
dition must have; existed to some ex­
tent when the apples were shipped.
[ w is e  HOUSEHOLDERS
CLEAN THE CHIMNEYS
I Severe Penalties Are Provided for 
Causing Fires Through Negligence
Cooler weather demands-the light­
ing of heaters and f^j^naces. Before 
this is done, however, chimneys, flues 
and stove-pipes should be, thoroughly I working order again.
If one-travels through the country 
at the present time, the various farm 
.-nachinery on many farms m a/ be 
-aeen_stan.dingLJn__thLe_flel(Ljvdiere-Jast.: 
used. It may have been drawn'out | 
into the lane somewhere, or may even 
be at the barn but not inside it. There 
seems to be a sort of reckless aban­
don regarding the uSe of machinery. 
When a machine or implement breaks 
down it is often drawn off to one 
side of the field and forsaken when 
it could be easily repaired and made 
to serve for a season or two longer.
The price of all kinds of farm im­
plements has gone up* and it is poor 
business to neglect the machinery by 
leaving it exposed to the weather.-The 
wooden parts soon rot away and the 
metal parts rust out. It takes longer 
also to get a rusty implement into
EVEREAOY
The Only Non-Sulphating 
Storage Battery
SIZES FOR ALL CARS 
Complete Stock of Repair Parts
I cleaned out and made safe. This is 
not a difficult matter, and is much 
preferable to being turned out of the 
house on a cold night by a fire caused 
by dirty pipes or chimneys.
[ Some surprise might be caused to 
the owner of a building damaged by 
fire from such a cause if the insur­
ance company declined to pay the 
loss. This the company has a perfect 
right to do, as.it is distinctly, stated 
on all fire insurance policies that the 
company is not responsible for fires 
caused by negligence on the part of 
I the assured. ^
The “Act to Amend the Criminal 
Code Respecting Prevention of Fire,” 
passed at the last session of Parlia­
ment, distinctly states:
It is frequently stated that the 
farmer is and must be today more of 
a business man than formerly. Men 
in other lines of business where .ma- 
[ chinery is employed see that it is 
oiled and properly cared for in order 
to keep down production costs. The 
farmer should do the same. When he 
pays the price that he has to pay to­
day for machinery he should take 
good care of it. Cost of production 
can be reduced in this way, which 




—  A U T O  E L E C T R IC IA N S  -  •
D istributors and Central O K O
Service Station r ' l l O n e  Z d Z
From Seattle comes the news that 
at last western jobbers arc realizing 
(that apples are.due to advance; Fol- 
Every bne is guilty of an indictable I lowing is an excerpt from a communi- 
I offence and liable to two years’ im- cation received by the Bulletin: 
prisonment who by negligence causes “The ‘bearish’ attitude of prairie 
any fire which occasions loss of life, buyers is^due to past losses in storing 
or loss of property.’ B. C. apples and keen regret that
With the possible loss of insurance price c;ctting has passed forever front 
and-tw’o -years imprisonment - a# I thcnrto~the shipping—organizationsr 
penalty, it is not wise for the house- These organizations must now shoul- 
holder to neglect his stove-pipes and U er the responsibility of storing and 
I chimneys. feeding the market ' with the riglit
apple at the right season, and at the 
The soldiers have given— ŷou must right price. After all, apples arc our 
1 lend. " I cheapest food product today.”
F  T T 'T 'T  A  TVT
In C ost of Living
Three Cars of Famous “Quaker Flour” 
will be sold for Cash.
98 s - - - $5,50 49 s ----$2.80
GET IN ON THIS AND ORpER YOUR W INTER 
SUPPLY QUICK
CIDER 50c
Occidental Fruit Go., Limited
'Phone 24
U ntil th e end of the Crawford  
and  E lberta P each  S eason
'W e will have a quantity of tli6se Varieties put up 
in Lug boxes containing about 25 lbs., at $1.25 per 
Lug.
Leave your order at the office or warehouse, or 
phone 306 or 308. Your order will have our prompt 
attention.
B. C. GROW ERS. L td.
Office Phone 306. W arehouse Phone 308
complete in every necessary 
detail, is maintained by us, to' 
furnish quick, durable repairs, 
to tubes and casings, for auto 
pwners depianding guaran­
teed work at fair prices. A 
little attention and preventa­
tive care lengthens .a tire’s 
'life as well as man’s. Pro­
longed “life” means curtailed 
expenses. Let us doctor 
your tires.
Oils Tires
Cor. Pendozi and 
Lawrence
THE OIL SHOP
J .  W . B . B R O W N E . P ro p rie to r
GOODYEAR . i ©ay 287
SER V IC E STATIO N Night 67
FR E E  AIR
7'i, , , '
'V
K elow n a UPHOLSTERING
U pholstery POLISHING AND FURNITURE REPAIRS
W ork s Automobiles and * Buggies Reupholstered
Mattresses; Remade 
Loose Covers Made •
for Furniture
A. HOMEWOOD Cosy Corners Made and' Upholstered '7
Law rence A venue . /
V----------- ----- ^ ^ ---------—-------- • .
T H E  J O H N S O N  B A R N
LIVERY, FEED AND SALES STABLES
Draying and H eavy ; T eam ing. Car for H ire.
, T ry Our N ew  P iano Truck.
W O O D  F O R  S A L E
D R Y  P I N E  A N D  F IR . . . . . . . . . . .  $3.50
G R E E N  P I N E  A N D  F I R .....   $3.25
G R E E N  C O T T O N W O O D  ....  $3.00
4rF T .-B IR C H ,_A L D E R _an d  C O T T O N W O O D ,— ---------
m ixed, per cord ...............       ...$6 .00
All Wood Cash on Delivery.
Phone 298 Opposite Fire H all. .
If t * /
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M r SCOUTS’ COLUMN
Troop FirstI Self LastI 
Edited by “Wolf."
Orders by command for the week 
ending Thursday, November 6.
Benvouliri Items
The ppening meeting of the Ke­
lowna local U. I'. B. C. will be held at 
the Mission Creek school on Tuesday 
• , - , , »cxt, November 4, at 8 p,m. All mcm-
Dutics: Orderly patrol for the j j interested in the reduction of the
week, Eagles, and also for the week |,jgj, living, come along and
following. Next for duty. Otters. take part in the discussion..
Parades: The combined troop will
parade at the club room on Tuesday, Benvoulin Auxiliary of the W.M.S. 
November 4, at 7.15 p.m, will meet at the home of Mrs. J. B.
In future, .at parades, shorts wilH Wednesday, November 5.
not be required as a necessary part of Mrs. DeMara and Miss Almcda 
uniform. That is to say, when patrols I Oakes spent the week-end visiting 
are being inspected for neatness, it friends in Vernon, 
v\̂ ill be possible for them to obtain . .  _ . , ,  , .
M l n.ark. wcariUR .liorls. I
The annual meeting of the Boy
Scouta' local association will be held^ '^“ '‘.*° '''>■<>-o v c l
at the club room on Thursday, No- aeo.
vember 20, at .8 p.m. We hope that The next meeting of the Benvoulin 
all parents of the Scouts, and also I United Farm Women will be held at 
all friends of the troop, will make a the home of Mrs. A. Patterson on 
point of attending this meeting. Of-1 Thursday afternoon, November 13. 
ficers will be appointed for the year,
deer to theirWalker have each 
credit.
Quite a few pheasants have been 
accounted for by residents and visit­
ors.
Mr. W. D. Walker, who is sum­
moned to serve on the jury at Vernon 
this week, left on Monday accompa­
nied by Mrs. Walker.
Mrs. S. Fuller left for Goldsboro, 
North Carolina, last Thursday, after 
a visit to her son, Mr. C, C. Fuller, of 
Watergate ranch.
Provincial Items
two years withont remuneration, has 
resigned her post. A returned soldier, 
Mr. E. A. Robertson, has been ap­
pointed to fill the vacancy.
The potato crop at Salmon Arm is 
turning out lighter in quuntity than 
usual, the dclicicncy being attributed 
by the “Salmon Arm Observer” to dry 
weather.
School accommodation at Chilli­
wack is overtaxed, and the provision 
of additional premises is a problem 
which is worrying the local school 
trustees.
The Kettle River valley experi- 
Vernon civic officials have received cnced a visit of the cold wave that
increases of salary running from $10 
to $25 per month.
and all business will be considered in 
connection with the welfare of the 
troop. We intend to have the ac-1 
counts of all members of the troop 
straightened out before this meeting.
Okanagan Mission 
Notes
Trail Board of Trade is again tak­
ing up the matter of a new federal 
building for the town.
The last week has been with its
so that we shall be able to make an I frost and snow pretty disastrous ‘to
exact estimate as to how the finances several of the ranchers around here,
of the troop stand at present. and on all sides one hears of losses
We would ask all Scouts who wish caused by this fortunately unusual
to volunteer for service in the 1919 weather for the time of year.
Victory Loan campaign to let the ,,. . . .. . What an asset a really spaciqusScoutmaster have their names as soon ^  r * c < c' root cellar or frost proof storage of
Summcrland Municipal Council has 
accepted an offer by a ratepayer to 
invest $9,000 in debentures at seven 
per cent.
has passed over the Interior, a mini­
mum temperature of 24 degrees being 
recorded last week.
New Denver for the first time in its 
history shipped a carload of apples, 
mostly of the Wealthy variety, a few 
days ago.
as possible, as the campaign is at prc-. „ , . , ^- . . some kind would be to this districtsent in progress, and there is a good .
deal of work in connection with it Some of the party who left for 
which might be done by any who find 70 Mile House on a hunting trip as 
they can spare the time. reported in last week’s notes, have re-
The Scoutmaster is at present en- turned, but Mr. E. A. Barneby and 
gdged in determining which patrol is Mr. J. H. Thompson have been de- 
entitled to the Aquatic Shield for the j tained at Ashcroft owing to a break- 
years 1918 and 1919. We might un- down to the former’s car. From all 
officially announce, however, that the accounts the Sport was not as good as 
Otters appear to stand a little better "light have been expected, 
chance than the rest for having their This week appears to have been a 
names inscribed on this shield. fortunate oner for our local sportsmen.
At a recent meeting, it was given Messrs. C. Fuller, F. Small and C. R. 
out that in all probability each patrol 
would'be called upon at different 
weeks to write an item for the ScOut 
Colutnn. We did not expect that 
patrol leaders would be wildly en­
thusiastic about this, as they appear 
to want us to think that tbey have no 
genius in the literary line, but it 
'stands to reason that the writer is not 
able to find out whatsis going
Trail cart boast of a naval cadet 
corps numbering over ninety, run in 
connection with the Navy League of 
that town.
The people of Trail arc plucky. 
They arc building permanent grano­
lithic sidewalks there in tlic business 
section, despite high rates of interest 
on borrowed money.
Summcrland will borrow $4,800 for 
the purchase of a school site and 
$5,000 for road equipment, provided 
tliat the necessary by-laws are ap 




Gasoline Boat for Hire 
to Any Point on Lake
J itn ey  S erv ice
Anywhere at Any T im e
CLAUD H. JAMES
P hone 108 Ferry W harf
T he N ew
Victory<Loan
A fruit packing house at Carson, 
near Grand Forks, was completely de­
stroyed by fire on Thursday afternoon 
with the loss' of several cars of apples.
A number of the Grand Forks mer­
chants have agreed to close their 
places of business at 5 o’clock each 
evening and at 9 o’clock on Satur 
days, during the winter months.
Following the passage of a resolu­
tion by the Enderby branch of the G, 
W. V. A., condemning the action of 
the local Victory Loan committee in 
appointing a civilian as; secretary .with­
out first giving a returned soldier the 
preference. Miss Hazel Rosoman, who 
has acted as secretary for the past
Chilliwack City Council is asking 
the government to increase the ap­
propriation of $4,500 made tp that city 
under the returned soldiers’ housing 
scheme, as the amount has proved 
quite inadequate.
Work has commenced, on a survey 
of the water power project at "Adams 
River, and when this has been com­
pleted the surveyors, who are em­
ployed by the Provincial Government, 
will proceed to Shuswap Falls.
IS N O W  O PE N  FOR SU BSC R IPTIO N
Your applications will have expert 
attention in this office, A N D  F U R ­
T H ER , your present holdings of 
previous Bonds can be cashed here at 
market prices and proceeds diverted to 
this equally good investment, which 
Canada so urgently needs.
OKANAGAN LOAN & INVESTMENT TRUST COMPANY
WATER STREET, KELOWNA
Capital: $406,500 Reserve: $86,000
Chairman: Commander T. W. Stirling, O.B.E.
Secretary: O. St. P. Aitkens, M.C.Manager: W. G. Benson
T H E  C O U R I E R  M A  K E S R U B  B E  R S T A M P S  >
I
V
amongst each patrol. After all, the 
.idea of writing the Column is to make 
known what the troop is doing from 
.week to week. During the winter] 
months this will not be such an easy 
job, as the activities of Scouts are I 
necessarily lessened, so if any of the 
P-. L.’s feel that they would be able 
to  ̂contribute an item, it doesn’t mat­
ter how small so long as it is some­
thing, why, for goodness sake, “Don’t 
be backward in coming forward.”
A new Scout magazine, the “Cana- | 
dian Boy,” has ̂ b^^n published in 
Canada, and
/
IS pur official Scout 
paper; just as the “Scout” is the Eng­
lish official paper. We have sub­
scribed to this, and have one or two 
copies which we shall distribute 
amongst the troop at the next meet­
ing. If you are thinking of subscrib­
ing to a Scout paper, this is probably 
better than the “Scout’̂  as it deals 
with the life of the Canadian Boy 
I—-—Scoutx^and—this—we“'Would““be~abIe^o”
C anadians !
T his is  a  ca ll to  Nationa.1 Service- 
The V ic to ry  Loan 1919 





"OU are citizens of no mean country.
appreciate more, also it has some very 
Zbod editorials. However, you will be 
able to judge for yourselves when 
you see it.
At the meeting on Tuesday evening, 
21st inst, there was a marked im­
provement noticed in the attendance 
as compared with that of the previous 
Saturday. The troop was divided into 
three sections, and these received in­
struction in gymnastics, physic^ 
training and tumbling successively. 
We hope to become experts at tumb­
ling, so that we may be able to put 
this on as an item in the coming con­
cert, and to do this we shall have to 
see good attendance at the regular 
meetings,, which we hope to have if 
certain members of the troop can 
only drag themselves away from 
their lessons (?) for an hour or so a 
week.
F o r
V a lu e s
SEE OUR STOCK
The Kelowna FuroitureGo.
Canada is a fair, free land.
Canada is your country.
Canada—-now—-has need, to borrow from you—Lend:
Lend Without restraint Of politics or fine distinctions of creed or party.
The leaders of the political parties endorse the Loan. _
It is CANADA that asks:
And why—
T o clean up the last of the War’s commitments and expenses;
To establish beyond all question the capacity and credit o f your country.
To care for the wound^Sl and maimed soldier ;
To finance the bonus o f the returned soldier already paid;
T o enable the fruits of Victory to  be garnered; •
To ensure the prosperity o f you, her citizens.
The guns of war are silent—but they are not y e t cool.
The Victory Loan 1919 is a War Loan. . ^
Canada’s book of war is gloriousljr written—make this, the closing chapter, a 






L E N D !  L E A D !
S t̂! Official Prospectus 
on another pa^e.
Issued by Canada's Victory Loan Committee 
in co-operation •with the Minister. of FinancS 
of the Dominion of Canada.
m
m v m h k ’V , octoueir 36, \ m THE KELOWMA COIHHER AND OKANAGAN 6ftCMARfilST i âge W en
word;First Insertion: 2 tents per 
minimum charue, 25 cents.
In estimating the cost of an adver 
tlaement, subject to the minimum 
charge as stated above, each initial, 
abbreviation or group of figures 
counts as one word.
Each additional insertion: 1 cent per 
word; minimum charge, IS cents 
' If so desired, advertisers may have 
replies addressed to a bpx number, 
care of The Courier, and forwarded 
to their private address. For this ser­
vice, add 10 cents to cover postage
PROPERTY FOR SAI^E
\
TH E OKANAGAN BROKERAGE
Phone 116 P. O. Box 116
Opposite the Wharf 
. KELOWNA
Farm Lands and City Property
Lend to your Country—and Build 
• Up Your Own Fortunes.
Be Safe
Put Your Farm Profits Into
^ ^ T H E  OKANAGAN BROKERAGE
" F O R S A L E —Nice rhouser-five-rooms: 
and back porch; bath, hot and cold 
water; on good street; ^central. Apply 
P. O. Box 474. 15-2p
FOR SALE—Modern five-room cot­
tage on Gadder Avenue, in city, 
with two lots, fenced. Apply Box T, 
Courier. 14-2o
HOUSE FOR SALE—Close in, nice­
ly shaded in summer; “three bed­
rooms, living room, bathroom, kitchen, 
electric light; good outbuildings; 
frost-proof fruit and vegetable house; 
stabling for two or three horses; or 
may be converted to garage. Lot 
50x120, corner Ellis and Eli Avenue. 
G. A. Fisher. 14-tfc
SIX ROOM HOUSE—Two bed- 
' rooms, sitting room, dining room, 
kitchen, pantry, store room; garage 
and woodshed; water laid to house- 
electric light. Price reasonable. Lot 
50x120. Richter Street, opposite 
Palmer and Rogerson Greenhouse. 
G. A, Fisher. 14-tfc
FOR SALE—Miscellaneoua
FOR SALE—One choice Red Rufus 
Belgian* hare, doe; $3.00. Courier 
Office, or phone 10T2. 14^ff
FOR SALE—Table top piano. Apply 
Mrs. Welch," Wardlaw Ave. 14-2p
FOR SALE-r-Holstein cow, 6 years 
old; quiet; owner leaving for Scot­
land. McMurray, Rutland. 14-2p
-"SECOND-HAND CARS--1915 Ford 
in good running order, $400.00; 
490 Chevrolet, good condition, good 
tires, $475.00; 1912 Overland, recently 
overhauled, good tires, $7S0.OO, All 
these cars are bargains. M. A. 
Alsgard. 14-tfc
H ELP WANTED
WANTED—Handy carpenter. Apply 
Box 608, Post Office, Kelowna.
lS-2c
STENOGRAPHER with five years' 
experience desires position. ^
Box 30, Vernon News, Vernon
10-tfc
WANTED—Women or  ̂ girls for 
nurses and helps dining rooms, 
ward kitchens; also assistant cook for 
main kitchen. Apply Lady Fuperin 
tendent. Royal Inland Hos;)ital, Kani 
loops, B. C. 12-4c
W ANTED—Miscellaneoua
WANTED—Board - and room for 
three. Apply Box 502. 15-lpi
WANTED—By’ young man. Room 
and board WJth private family, from 
November 15. Box A, Courier. 15-2p
WANTED — Reliable pony, also 





few ton mangels; 
Phone 3101, H. T  
14-2c
WANTED—Room and board (or 
two meals) by lady, in private 
home. Apply Box R, clo. Courier 
Office. 14-tfc
WANTED—Mixed dairy or fruit 
farm. Will take oirsh’iires, straight 
rental, or buy on et̂ sy payments. Box 
U, Kelowna Courier. 14-4p
EXCHANGE for Vancouver prop 
erty—Bungalow, four rooms, one 
third acre, 316 .Sutherland Avenue, or 
will sell on easy terms. Apply A. E. 
Nash, General Delivery, Vancouver.
11-tfc
MAKE MONEY IN OIL—Send 25
cents for map of companies and 
ells ih B. C. I buy and sell all stocks.w
shares and bonds. Write for infor­
mation. A. M. Roberts, fifth-floor, 198 
Hastings St. West, Vancouver. ll-5p
LOST
LOST—New fawn colored horse 
blanket last Monday, between Burns 
Avenue and K. L. O. Finder please 
communicate with Stirling & Pitcairn’s 
office. lS;lp
LOST—:Black mare, white star in 
forehead, white foot on right' side. 
B rand*® ^^^^ on hip. Albert.Gayes, 
care of Munson, Kelowna.
15-2p
LOST—̂ Slate-grey colored tom cat, 
three-quarters grown. Reward if 
returned. Lyell, Strathcona Avenue.
15-lp
MISS GAGE-BROWN is_ now dis­
posing of her prize White Wyan­
dotte cockerels; guaranteed from 
record laying strain, and winners of 
1, 2. 3, and special prizes at Kelowna 
Show. Write at once to avoid dis- 
SpU.appointment. Late Brown’s Fine 
Feather Farfn. 14-2p
FOR SALE—On^ rose-comb White 
Wyandotte cockerel, also three 
White Leghorn cockerels, all partic­
ularly good birds from first-class 
strains, $5.00 each. T. S. Ruffcll, 
Sutherland Ave., or apply at Courier 
Office. 13-tff
FOR SALE—McLaughlin 6 Special, as 
good as new; will be sold cheap. 
Apply S. T. Elliott. 13-tfc
HAY FOR SALE—Baled No. 2 Tim­
othy, $30.00 per ton in 5-toii lots; 
baled No. 1 Alfzfalfa, $35.00 per ton in 
2-ton lots. : Also No. 1 Timothy, any 
quantitV. at market price. Apply S. 
T. Elliott. Phone 252 or 5 or 3108.
13-tfc
FOR SALE—Good pony, buggy and 
harness; also two good in-calf cows, 
calving beginning of January. James, 
Veterans’ Meat Ma.rket. l5-2c
r
FOR SALE — Nordheimer human- 
touch plpiyer piano, in fumed oak, 
with music cabinet to match, and 30 
rolls. The most naturaFplayer made. 
Unusually fine tone; almost new. Pre­
sent cash price at-Toronto-is~$L150.- 
We are leaving the country and will 
sell $750 complete. Box W, The 
Courier. , , lS-2q
FOR SALE—Moffat .steel range, six- 
hole, glass door to oven and regis­
ter, real tile back, hot water front; 
guar.inteed in perfect condition. Price 
$75.00. Box Y, The Courier. lS-2c
UNRESERVED
24 HEAD
R E G I S T E R E D
R E D  P O L L S
“The Ideal Farmer’s Cow”
Having been favored with instruc­
tions from Mr. Leslie Dilworth, I 
will sell by Auction,, at his Ranch, 
miles N. E. of Kelowna, B. C., 
on the Vernon Road, on Wednesday
N O V .  1 2 t h . 1 9 1 9
At 1 p.m. sharp
13 mature Cows.
6 Heifers, 5 to 15 months old.
5 Bulls, 4 to iO'months old.
All bred cows have been served 
by, and all young heifers and bulls 
are sired by “Royal Charmer of 
Duluth,” 2598-29652. This bull has 
37j^ per cent blood of Teddy’s 
Best, 17603, being 32 times a 
Champion, and out of the richly 
-brcd-cow-^Gazelle^V-3201J^with_an.
A.R. record of 430.9 lbs. of butter 
fat; and in show tondition weighed 
over 1,400 lbs.
Don’t miss this opportunity of 
getting some real “Milk plus Beef” 
cattle.
All born before'-February, 1918, 
have been tuberculin tested.
Catalogues containing full par­
ticulars can be obtained from the 





TIMBER SALE X 1887
Sealed tenders will' be received by 
the Minister of Lands not later than 
noon on the 11th day of November, 
1919, for the purchase of Licence X 
1887, to cut 1,300,000'feet of Yellow 
Pine and Fir on an area adjoining 
S.L. 26, Blk. 2711, Okana'an Lake, 
Similkamcen District. Two.(2) years 
will be allowed for removal of tirnber. 
Further particulars of the Chief 
Forester, Victoria, B, C., or District 
Forester, Vernon, B. C. 13-4
THE CORPORATION OF THE 
CITY OF KELOWNA
VOTERS LIST 1920
All “Householders” who have paid 
their Road Tax and all “License 
Holders” who desire to qualify as 
Voters at the Municipal Election to he 
held in January, 1920, may obtain the 
necessary forms for that purpose at 
the office of the City Clerk who is 
authorized to take the necessary de­
clarations in that behalf. Declara­
tions must be delivered to the under­
signed within 48 hours after being 
made, but no such declaration will be 
accepted unless delivered before 5 





22nd October, 1919, 14-2
Announcements
Dr. Mathison, dentist. Telephone
89, , . tf* * *
Protect your future by putting your 
money into Victory Bonds now.
Hi * -
The I. O. D. E. dance announced 
for November 11,‘has been postponed.
15-lc
The Aquatic Association will hold 
their second Building Fund dancj on 
Friday, October 31st, in Morrison 
Hall. The alfair will take the form of 
a fancy dress Hallowe’en Carnival.
12-4c
A tea will be held at the home of 
Mrs. D. Lloyd-Jones on Saturday, 
November 8, under the auspices of 
W, A. of St. Michael’s and All Angels. 
A musical program will be rendered 
during the afternoon. 15-lc
>i< ♦ ♦
Dr. H. L. Bryce, physician and 
surgeon, has taken offices in the 
Lcclcic building, across from the post 
office, for the practice of medicine and 
surgery. Teleiihone 218. Hours. 9-11, 
2-4, 7-8. 15-2p* * ♦
Mrs. A. J. Rouse, teacher of piano 
and tlicory, and Mr. A. J. Rouse, 
teacher of violin and band instru­
ments, have opened, studios in Lcckic 
block. For appointments phone 4801. 
Pupils .prepared for examinations. 
Special attention paid to children. 7-tf
The regular meeting of the Ke­
lowna Women’s Institute will be held 
in the Institute rooms on Saturday. 
November 1. A paper on “Highland 
Legends” will be given by Mrs. Mur­
doch, and Mrs. Rogers will report on 
recent conference at Salmon Arm. 
At the close of the meeting afternoon 
tea will be served. The Women’s 
Institute are holding a sewing bee 
next Wednesday afternoon in the 
Institute rooms. We hope every 
member will be present. 15-lc
STRAYED
Strayed on Spring Grove Ranch, 
one Jersey cow with calf at foot; one 
club brand on right rump, J C on left. 
If not claimed within 30 days will be 
sold to defray expenses. 13-3c
TOMATO GROWERS
All interested in tomato growing 
are requested to attend a meeting at 
the Rutland School on Monday, 3rd 
November, at 8 p.m., to meet repre­
sentatives of the canners and discuss 
prices. 15-lc
POUND NOTICE
Notice is hereby given under. Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that 
one dappled gray mare, indistinct 
brand on left shoulder; one small 
brown mare, appears to be branded 
D H on right hip and T on right 
shoulder; one two-year-old brown 
colt, no visible, brand (from running 
stock), were impounded in the pound 
kept-by the undersigned on Lot 11, 




.Those who realize the 
need of always being 
on time know best the 
value of a Waltham or 
Elgin Watch.
See our full line of 
these accurate watches.
All 'prices set by the 
factory, and rock bot­
tom. '*
Parker-Pettigrew
W .M .Parker& G o.;
Jewellers
K ELO W NA. B. C.
“Insure in the only Company in 
Canada whose policy-holders 
get 100% of the profits.”




GET YOUR RUBBER STAMPS 
MADE AT THE COURIER PLANT
HERGA AM BLER Soprano




Mrs. J. W. Jones returned from the 
Coast on Monday.
Mrs. C. E. Fox left on Monday for 
her home in Prince Albert.
Messrs. G. and R.. Ritchie came up 
from Kcrcmcos on Tuesday.
Mr. Jensen was a passenger to 
Gw^nn, Alberta, on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Goddard went to the 
Coast on Wednesday morning.
Mr. II. S. Atkinson left for Van­
couver on Tuesday via K. V. R.
Mr. Rac Ritchie was a passenger to 
Vancouver on Wednesday morning.
Mrs. R. W. Carruthers returned on 
Monday from a prolonged visit to thei 
Old Country.
Miss Pearl White returned fo Ver­
non on Monday after a week-end visit 
to her parents here.
Mr. Alistair Cameron, son of Mrs. 
W. C. Cameron, of Guisachan, left on 
Saturday for Savona.
Mr. N. L' Meinnes, a leading busi­
ness man of Grand Forks, spent. a 
few days here last week.
Sergt. 'H. R. Brooks, of Vernon, 
was a visitor to town over Sunday, 
returning north on Monday. '
Mr. “Sandy” McAulcy, for many 
years the popular host of the Kala- 
inalka Hotel, Vernon, has sold out’.
Mrs. J. A. Bigger arrived home on 
Monday afternoon’s boat from a visit 
to Calgary and other prairie cities.
Messrs. A. J. Smith and E. Dart, 
who had been on a motor trip to the 
Coast, arrived back on Saturday after­
noon.
Mrs. P. R. Robinson and Miss 
Cowan arrived in the city on Mqnday 
afternoon on a visit to Mr. and Mrs. 
W. J. Palmer. '
Interest on the Victory Bonds 1919 
will be paid without charge at any 
Canadian bank on May 1 and Novem­
ber 1, each year. —
Mrs. Cartridge, who had been visit­
ing friends on the prairie for the past 
six months, returned to the city on 
Friday afternoon.
Several Kelownians are attending 
the Vernon assizes this week as jury­
men, including Messrs. A. Edwards, 
A. Poole and Geo. Thompson.
Messrs. E. and H. Muffprd, who had 
been visiting at the home" of Mr. Wm. 
Sturtridge, started on their return trip 
to the Coast on Sunday morning.
George Robinson returned to the 
city last Thursday, coming in by way 
of Penticton and Spokane, having 
motored all the-way-from^fiinisfailr 
Alberta.
Mr. W. J. Twiss, district manager 
of the Mutual Life of Canada, spent 
the week-end in town conferring with 
the local representative of the com­
pany, Mr. D. Curell. ■ ^
From November 1 the hours during 
which tTie C. P. R. telegra*^h office 
will be open for business will be. as 
follows: Sundays and public holidays, 
9 a.m. to 10 a.m.; other days, 9  a.m. to 
6 p.m.
Mr. H. Parker, of Melville, Ont., is 
visiting the city. He is the guest of 
Mr. G. H. Cornell. Mr. Parker is con­
templating settling in the Kelowna 
district*and^s^6n'the^ookout-for-suit- 
able property.
Mr. Frank Miranda, employed by 
Butler & Small, had the misfortune 
meet with a minor accident this 
week while running a woodworking 
machine, and lost portions of the top 
joints of two fingers.
Mr. G. R. S. Blackaby, at one. time 
before enlisting for overseas service a 
member of the local staff of the Bank 
of Montreal, has been appointed man­
ager—of—the-=-newly—opened—branch—of 
that bank at Summerland.
Messrs. Johnson & Cooke shipped 
a fine pen of White Wyandotte and 
Buff Orpington pullets on Wednes­
day to Pullman, Wash., for entry in 
the All Northwest Egg Laying Con­
test, which will last for a period of 
twelve months.
The Vernon assizes Commenced on 
Tuesday morning. The calendar of 
cases is heavier" than usual, owing 
chiefly, it is understood, to_ a number 
of charges of horse-stealing to be 




But Damage to Fruit May Not Prove 
Extensive
The fruit growers of the Okanagan 
ha^c been sorely hampered this year 
in garnering their abundant irop of 
apples by causes within human con­
trol, but, as though their cup of tribu­
lation was not already full to over­
flowing, the clerk of the weather 
added , himself last week to the 
trouble-makers and by dint of freezing 
nights and falls of snow held up pick­
ing for several days. Cold nights on 
Thursday and Fridaj^ • were followed 
hy a light flurry of snow on Saturday 
evening, but it, speedily thawed on 
Sunday. More snow fell on Monday 
night but the temperature rose rap­
idly and a thaw cleared the ground.
The untoward weather conditions 
have been prevalent throughout the 
province and snow fell in Vancouver 
on Monday. A portion of'the Fraser 
River valley suffered from a heavy 
visitation of wet snow, about three 
inches falling which turned to ice and 
did serious damage to fruit trees by 
its weight, breaking off large branches. 
The Okanagan was "spared damage of 
this description.
During the past few days the Coast 
papers have contained “scarc-hcad” 
articles drawing lurid picturcs-of the 
huge loss of fruit in the Okanagan, 
but the statements made have been 
based on pure surmise, as it is too 
early to determine to what extent the 
apples have suffered. The cold has 
not been severe enough to damage 
fruit pcrmanejitly if permitted ton 
thaw out on the trees before picking, 
and the one doubtful faetpr of im­
portance is the effect that alternate 
freezing,and thawing may have on the 
keeping qualities of the apples. This 
regains to be seen, and most of the 
shippers are taking the precaution to 
keep separate all apples picked since 
Thursday last, so that if any should 
break down they will not bffe mark­
eted. Conversation with leading fruit 
growers and packers leads to the 
cheering conclusion 4hat the loss will 
be comparatively small, provided the 
present improved weather, conditions 
continue so that picking, which was 
generally resumed on Tuesday, cati 
be-carried oh.Avithout_interiiuption_ 
Frosts have been experienced occa­
sionally in October in other years but 
have generally been confined to a 
single night at a time, and unaccom­
panied by snow, and the weather of 
the past week is unprecedented. We 
live in a northern latitude and must 
be prepared for sudden and a f  times 
unpleasant variations of our usually 
equable: climate, and we can fuej^her 
ifake consolation in the comfPrting 
facts that a splendid crop of stone
fruits has been gathered this ytar and 
that the quantity of apples still 6a the 
trees probably docs not exceed 20 per 
cent of the total crop. At the worst, 
should the unexpected liappcn and a 
considerable portion of the unpickCd 
fruit turn out a loss, the season Will* 
still have been a good one for the 
growers.
CHURCH NOTES
The Quarterly Cominunion service^ rl ........... ........
will be observed in the United Church 
on Sunday morning next.
♦ * m
Services as usual on* Sunday next 
at Baptist Church. Subject for the 
evening, “Two Ideas of Life.” Pastor, 
Rev. W. F. Price. .
Jack Mayor
A n to m o b i le
M e c h a f l lc ia n
W ill take orders for Over­
hauling and Repairing Cars 
of every description
M O DERN LIG H TIN G  
A N D
STARTING  SYSTEM S  
P U T  IN  R U N N IN G  
O RDER
STORAG E B A T T E R IE S  
R E PA IR E D  A N D  
CHARGED
Magnetos Re-Magnetised
A ll work done under direct 
supervision
Parts and Equipment 
obtained for all makes 
of Cars.
E STIM A TES G IV E N
C E N T R A L  L A U N D R Y
Washes all kinds of materials every 
week with careful attention.
Laundry collected o n : Monday .-is 
returned the following Saturday.
Clothes guaranteed nicely . ironed 
and-given a good-appearance.— ■ ■ • .
HOP LEE, Lawrence Ave., Back of Fire Hall
THE
STRAYED
From Wollaston Ranch, sorrel 
pony. Reward for information lead­
ing to recovery. Ring up J. Spall, 
phone 3006. 15-2c
FOR SALE
FULL SIZED BILLIARD TABLE
IN GOOD CONDITION.
Made by Burroughs & Watts
13-3
Apply to Mrs. Stirling
Cadder, Kelowna, B. C.
Jenkins CdqLtil.






Heavy Drayini a Specialty
OVERLAND (5 Passenger) 
FOR HIRE
Day or Night Service Phone 20
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR 
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE 
CARTAGE OF ALL KINDS
Pianos Moved
T he KELOW NA TH E A TifE
A party of Doukhobor women 
passed through on Tuesday’s after­
noon steamer, bound for their homes 
at Grand Forks after-completion of 
their employment in canneries up 
north. Their gaily-tinted head hand­
kerchiefs made them very conspicuous 
as they lined the rail and gazed at 
what they could see of Kelowna.
A choice piece of property in the 
near neighborhood of Kelowna to the 
south has . changed hands, Messrs, 
Watson Bros. having sold their 
twelve-acre tract to a lady at the 
Coast whose name has not been made 
'public. The land includes 7}/$ acres 
of bearing orchard,' which yielded 80 
tons of fruit this year. Messrs. E. W. 
Wilkinson & Co/ were the sales agents.
Pheasant shooting is open this 
week only, and so far the bags have 
been small owing to the birds being 
very wild and fast on wing. Some 
local sportsmen arc inclined to depre­
cate the removal of the ban on shoot­
ing these birds even for «ix daiys, but 
the pheasants •â e stated to be fairly 
numerous and comparatively light 
casualties should not affect materially 
the annual rate of increase.
An important land deal was put 
through on Wednesday by Mr. F. R. 
E. DeHart when he sold the Huffman 
farm of 106 acres to Mr. J. J. Camp­
bell, of Kelowna, for $10,000. Mr. 
Campbell is an experienced farmer—̂ 
one~of-thc-best in the Kelowna ’dis­
trict, Mr. DeHart says. He will take 
immediate- possession and will move 
his family here within a few days. 
The Huffman ranch is one of the good 
ones. It is a.going concern; always 
has been well worked and at the pur­
chase price is a snap.-^“Okanagan 
Commoner,” Endcrby.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY--Mary Pickford in “The Hoodlum.”
Evenings, 8:15 only Children, 25c; Adults, 50c. Matinee Satur­
day, 3 p.m., 20c and 35c. '
MONDAY and TUESDAY—“Joan of Plattsburg,” featuring Mabel 
Normand. *
COMING SOON—“Hearts of the World.”
a B a l l
IRoom
2)ancing
ilD o rttB on  Ib a l l  
IR e lo w n a
M rs. P . C . A. Anderson’ s
Classes in Ball Room Dancing have 
commenced as follows:
Ladies  ̂only—Limit 10 pupils!
TUESDAYS-8 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Men only—Limit 10 pupils 
WEDNESDAYS—8:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Mixed class—Limit 10 pupils 
THURSDAYS—8:30 p.m. to 9;30 p.m.
Beginners’ class, at* reduced rates— 
Limit 20 pupils
THURSDAYS-—3 p.m. to 4 p.m. ,
. Private lessons by appointment
Phono 333








THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAOAN OfiCHARWST THUftSDAV. ocTOftaa 46, lils  •
Several white pheasants have been
. seen in the'neighborhood of Kelowna 
this year, and Prov. Constable Graham 
•hot one this mornihg on the Swordy 
property. The bird, a male, is white 
all over with exception of the breast 
which is speckled with the purplish 





REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE 
Phone 254. . Next door to P. O.
, ELLISON 
311 ACRES ISO under cultivation, half 
acre in orchard; free water for irri­
gation; pumping plant, 20 horse power. 
$IS0 per acre, half cash, balance to be 
arranged at 7 per cent; rood buildings.
KELOWNA—GOING CONCERN 
107 ACRES, 12 acres in full bearing 
orchard; two storey house, 10 
rooms; large hay barn, stable apd 
barm hold 100 tons ha3r; garage: two 
men's houses; free irrigation: $5,000 
.'worth of stock; buildings estimated 
$10,000. Price 50,000, $15,000 cash, 
balance to be arranged at 7 per cent; 
within two miles of city limits.
K. L. O.
ONE of the most desirable orchards, 
consisting of 13 acres, 10 of which is 
bearing orchard; $8,000, half cash, bal­
ance to he arranged at 7 per cent.
OKANAGAN MISSION 
124 ACRES, 8 acres 13-year-old Jona­
thans and Wagners; 3 acres, 120 
Newtown Pippins; 3 acres, 9-year-old
Jonathans; 2 acres, ^^ear-old Leave- 
land Rasp apples; 2 acres, 9-year
prunes and mixed varieties; 2 acres 
of 3-ycar-old Macs; 4 acres planted 
this spring; 8 acres alfalfa; 30 acres 
timothy and clover; 52 acres unclear­
ed; bungalow^ 6 rooms; cellar, wide 
verandah, woodshed, chicken house; 
buildings cost $5,000; large barn, hay*, 
shed, men’s house, concrete cellar; one 
mile of fluming, and fences and cross- 
fences; three-quarter mile of lake 
frontage; three miles from Kelowna; 
$55,000, half cash, balance to arrange 
at 7 per cent.
CONCISE REPORE OE 
MUNICIPAL CONVENTION
At Monday's meeting of the City 
Council a very concise but at the same 
time informing report of the proceed­
ings at the recent annual convention 
of the Union of B. C. Municipalities 
was submitted by the City Clerk. As 
it contains matter of considerable in­
terest to municipal taxpayers, it is 
published herewith in full:
LISTINGS WANTED 
• Of Farms and City Properties
' We have some of the choicest proper­
ties in the district. Call and see 
our listings.
WNAT, y o u  DON’T CARE F.OK 
TWO PER CENT?
Well, try some 5j4 per cent




T AKE NOTICE that Francis Ar­thur Dobbin, whose address is 
Westbank, B.C., will apply for a licence 
to take and .use 500 acre-feet and to 
store 400 acre-feet of water out of 
Powers Creek, which flows east and 
drains into Okanagan Lake about 
D.L. 487. The storage-dam will be 
located at south end of lake situated 
N. W. of Horseshoe Lakes. The ca­
pacity of the reservoir to be created 
-is - about .500 _-acre=feet,^andJt_wilh 
flood about 40 acres of land. The 
water will be diverted froni the stream 
at a point about IK miles north of N.
E. corner of Lot 3707, and will be used 
for irrigation purpose upon the land
2600. ^  4.1, councils qualify.This notice was posted on the
ground on the 1st day of, November,
1919. A copy of this notice and an 
application pursuant thereto and to 
the “Water Act, 1914,’’ will be filed in 
the office of the Water Recorder at 
Veimon^ Objections to the applica- 
tion may be. nT^ with the said" Water
Kelowna, B. C., Oct. 27, 1919. 
To His Worsliip the Mayor and 
Aldermen, Kelowna, B. C. »
Gentlemen:
I ,bcg to submit the following re­
port of the important decisions ar­
rived at during the 1919 convention of 
the Union of British Columbia Muni­
cipalities:
The creation of' a provincial local 
government board was almost unani­
mously opposed.
It was recommended that the pre­
sent .system of constituting Courts of 
Revii^iop for municipal assessment 
rolls be continued.
It was decided that municipalities 
should retain control of their sinking 
funds and invest same in such securi­
ties as may be authorized by the 
Municipal Act.
As property purchased by soldiers 
with government loans is registered 
in the name of the Crown, special pro­
visions should be made to subject 
same to municipal taxation.
That all rebates on municipal taxes, 
for the years, 1914 to 1918 inclusive, 
lost by soldiers whilst on active ser­
vice, should be refunded by the muni­
cipalities, the provincial, government 
to reimburse the municipalities for 
same. All interest on such taxes, 
\vhether paid or not, to be refunded by 
and put up by the municipalities.
That all property within municipali­
ties owned by the Dominion and Pro­
vincial 'governments should be sub­
ject to municipal taxation. ,
That ail property within municipali­
ties owned by railways and not used 
for railway purposes should be sub­
ject to municipal taxation.
That the Provincial government be 
requested to appoint a representative
of the executive committee of the 
Union of B. C. Municipalities on-the 
Comniission re Municipal Finance.
That the executive of the Union be 
instructed to submit to the Commis­
sion on Municipal Finance recommen­
dations in reference to additional 
sources of revenue for municipalities.
That no amendments to the legis­
lation enacted during 1919 governing 
assessments, taxation, tax sales, etc., 
be recommended by this Union until 
same has been in force for at least one 
year. '
—-That-the term^of—office-fot-Mayor 
and Reeve be for one year, and for 
Aldermen and Councillors two years.
That all taxes should be paid up on 
the property on which members of
Recorder or with the Comptroller of 
Water^ Rights, Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, B. C., within thirty days 
after the first appearance of this 
notice in a local newspaper.
The date of the first publication Of 
this notice is October 39, 1919.
F. A. DOBBIN,
15-Sp Applicant.
That the qualifications for Police 
Commissioners should be the same as 
for Aldermen or Councillors.
That no ̂ municipality should be held 
responsible for the care of indigent 
poor, unless such pertW s“lrave“ beefT
Council.
That the present power of Mayors 
and Reeves to noiniiiatc standing 
committees, subject to the approval 
of the Council, should be retained in 
the new Act.
That the salary of the Police 
Magistrate, and of the proposed 
Crown prosecutor,' should be paid by 
the province.
, That when any municipality i.s 
called upon to take action in a case 
which affects municipalities in general 
it shall be lawful for other municipali­
ties to assist in defending tlie action.
That the sale of near beer be con­
fined to hotels under tlic regulations 
governing the sale of liquor prior to 
the coming into force of the British 
Columbia Prohibition A '̂t.
The following resolution was sub­
mitted by Kelowna:
“That this convention requests 
the Provincial Government to 
amend the Motor Traffic Regula­
tion Act making it compulsory for 
motorists to use non-glare lenses on 
the headlights of their automobiles.” 
’ For the reason that a similar reso­
lution had been rejected by the Good 
Roads Convention the Resolution 
committee amended the resolution by 
adding:
“As soon as a satisfactory non­
glare lense has been decided upon, 
and that the Government conduct 
experiments to obtain a satisfactory 
non-glare lense.”
The amended resolution was 
adopted.
A speeiaL committee was appointed 
to take charge of the new Municipal 
Act. Suggestions in reference thereto 
may be forwarded to this committee 
through the secretary of the Union. 
If it is possible to make the necessary 
arrangements, a revised copy of the 
new Act will be forwarded to all 
municipalities when same is before the 
House.
With reference to obtaining titles 
to tax sale property, and the disposal 
of such property, after careful inquiry 
I am,of opinion that our difficulties 
in this connection are general through­
out the province. Some of the Coast 
rhunicipalities have thousands of , par­
cels of-tax sale property. I found it 
to be the unanimous opinion of their 
officials that the old lengthy proced­
ure will have to be completed .for all 
property sold during 1918 and prior 
thereto. With reference to 1919 and 
subsequent tax sales, little difficulty 
in obtaining title is anticipated. Sec­
tion 329 of the proposed new Act is as 
follows: '
“Any parcel of land to which a 
certificate of indefeasible title shall 
have been issued in the name of the 
municipality as purchaser may be 
offered for sale by the rnunicipal 
council by tender after public ad- 
^vertisemenV and—if—no^ids-are-re­
ceived, or such bids only as are riot 
deemed sufficient by the council, 
the council may sell the lands by 
private sale for the best price ob­
tainable.”
This appeared to meet with general 
approval.
With the unanimous approval of the 
Union an association of municipal of­
ficials was formed.




(Continued from Page 1)
showed that they were starting on the 
road to freedom.
A good deal of business was put 
through in the afternoon including the 
reports of the various committees. 
The salaries committee reported that 
it had been successful in influencing 
the scliool boards to increase salaries. 
In m ost cases smull increases hai\ 
been granted.
Ill the evening the convention list­
ened to a highly instructive paper by 
Mr, Mitchel, of Kelowna, on Manuaf 
Training, in which Mr. Mitchel 
showed, the educational value.of man­
ual training.
Several resolution^ came before the 
convention, the most important being 
tliat the teachers of the Okanagan and 
Similkamcen unite with the B. C. Fed­
eration, The resolution was carried 
with enthusiasm.
The convention met again on Sat­
urday morning and finished up all 
business left over from the previous 
day. It was resolved to hold another 
convention in the spring for the dis­
cussion of purely technical matter 
connected with school work. The an­
nual business meeting of the associa­
tion was fixed to be held each fall. 
The new office-bearers appointed 
were:
President—R. Welsh, Enderby; 
first vice-president, S. Macdonald, 
Summcrland; second vice-president. 
Miss Cavers, Vernon; recording sec­
retary, Miss Brown, Summerland; 
corresponding secretary. A, S. Math­
ews, Penticton,
President R. Welsh is well known 
in JKelow.na, having resided here for 




Much Interest Is Being Taken in the 




CLEVELAND, O., Oct. 30.—Fol­
lowing the arrest of five alleged anar­
chists this week, police raided a Com­
munist meeting last night and arrest­
ed ten more, suspects. The police be­
lieve they have uncov’fered a plot for 
wholesale slaughter of 10,000 citizens 
marked for death and for an attack 
upon the city with knife and bomb 
with the object of seizing the reins of 
government.
Some of the fruit growers in the 
Okanagan Mission district are indig­
nant at the action of the local school, 
trustees in refusing to allow fruit to 
be stored temporarily in the school 
building, and they claim that as it is 
supported by rates contributed largely 
by fruit growers, and could be made' 
available without inconveniencing the 
carrying On of educational work, the 
school should be available for any 
such acute emergency as has recently 
arisen—in—order-to~protect~the inter­
ests of the people of the district.
residents of the municipality for one 
year.
That the vendor and vendee be both 
enabled to register the transfer of 
property.
That Mayors and Reeves should be 
given power to return for reconsider­
ation any resolution. passed by a
tending this convention and to assure 
you that, as in the past, same is highly 
appreciated.
T have the honor to be,
Gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,
G. H. DUNN, 
City Clerk.
The organization of the Employers’ 
Association of British Columbia has 
been extended to the Nelson district. 
The association is said to include 
three-quarters of the employers in the 
pl'pvince, and its object is to secure a 
permanent improyerrient in the rela- 
tions between employers and their
workmen. It will work for the estab­
lishment of permanent industrial 
councils, on which workmen and em­
ployers will, alike be represented.
Victory Bonds are not only abso­
lutely safe but they are exceedingly 
profitable.
N o w  I t ’ s  T i m e  f o r  W a r m
The lower Fraser Valley has had a 
very prosperous season this year in 
the production of the standard small 
fruits, and some growers are said to 
have made small fortunes, the figures 
published running up to $30,000. 
Strawberries and raspberries have 
been the staples hitherto, but now 
keen interest is being evinced in the
possibilities of the Loganberry, which, 
after a long struggle for recognition, 
has achieved wide' popularity, in the 
States and is being grown very largely 
in Oregon and Washington. Only 
four years ago. Loganberries were 
worth only three cents per pound but 
the discovery that the juice makes a 
most palatable drink, rivalling the 
grape-juice made world-famOus by its 
jocular association witli the name of 
W. J. Bryan, and that the dried fruit 
forms a welcome addition to table 
delicacies, has brought the current 
price up to teri and twelve cents per 
pound on the U. S. markets.
Prohibition has vastly increased the 
demand for fruit juices, as Americans 
consume huge quantities of liquid 
under the stress of a blazing summer 
climate, and if they cannot obtain 
lager they stilT prefer any fbrm of 
flavored or syruped drink to plain 
water, "Aided by the same primary 
cause, fruit juices are also winning in­
creased favor in Canada, and enthus­
iasts predict a splendid future for the 
Loganberry in this field. Some fig­
ures recently published in the Chilli"! 
wack Progress give surprising reve­
lations as to market and profits,
. Strawberry syrups, for soda foun­
tain use, have increased.in value from 
72 cents per gallon four yeafi ago to 
$3.65 per gallon today. The demand 
for Loganberry jam has increased on 
a par with Strawberries and raspber­
ries, and the dried Loganberry is the 
favorite winter fruit on the prairies. 
Twenty per cent, of the Loganberries 
grown around Salem, Oregon., are 
shipped fresh in barrels to New York 
and Boston and are used for pie 
making,--jams-and-jelliesr-while^a-large- 
percentage is shipped fresh in crates, 
to nearer markets.
Seven years ago Oregon had no 
cornmercial acres' of the Logan; five 
years ago over 2,000 acres had been 
planted in the Salem district alone; 
last year over 2,000 additional acres 
were planted in this same district and 
for next spring the estimated acreage 
to be planted is between 2,000 and 
3,000 acres. The total acreage of 
Loganberries in the Salem district at 
present is close to 5,000 acres and the 
past season’s production was not 
nearly equal to tlfe rderiiaridr” ! ~
G. W. V. A. HAVE ORDERED
OLD MILITIA B T O m S
Little but routine business \yas con* 
ducted at the regular weekly meeting 
of the Kelowna G. W. V. A. last Sat­
urday evening. The announcement 
was made that a large order had been 
sent to the Dominion secretary for a 
surplus of militia stores on behalf of 
the members of the association. The 
order had asked principally for blan­
kets, sweater coats and flannelette. 
A further price list had been received 
from Ottawa and any members de­
sirous of taking advantage of the low 
prices were advised to place their 
orders with the caretaker as sopn as 
possible. The statement was also 
made that a further order would be 
sent forward on the first Monday in ' 
November.
ADDITIONAL LOCALS
Commartder Lillingston left for the 
Coast this morning. He intends to 
spend a month or so on Vancouve?' 
Island and will then proceed to Cali- , 
fornia, where he may remain for the tit 
greater part of the winter.
The whist drive lidd last evening 
in connection with the G. W. V. A. 
was very successful. Over one hun­
dred tickets were sold. The Women’s 
Auxiliary of the G. W. V. A. arc tak­
ing a great deal of trouble to dccoratfi'^;' 
the hall for the coming dance on J
Armistice night which they hope will 
be an equal success. This dance is 
being held to furnish funds for furn­
ishing the new club house.
According to I, R. Poole, secretary 
of the Mountain Lumber Manufactur­
ers’ Association, there is practically 
not a lumber company in the moun­
tains that could not use more men at 
bush work, and the lumber cut for 
this year will be appreciably smaller 
than that for last year. Usually after 
the grain harvest, there is an influx 
of ablebodicd men from the prairie, 
which helps out the situation. T h i^ . 
has not yet materialized. If this labor 
shortage in the woods is hot remedied, 
the log cut this winter will be seri­
ously curtailed,’ and in consequence 
the lumber production of next ygar.
THE POTATO MARKET
From a quarter of an acre this year 
one grower sold a total of 2,200 pounds 
at an average price of slightly over 
27K cents per pound, giving a total of 
$608.96. At this 'rate one acre would 
yield 8,800 pounds, with a gross re­
turn of $2,435.84 The net profit is 
estimated a t about two-thirds of the 
receipts, which would leave $1,600 
clear, but this would vary according
Vancouver reports the following as 
to—the -potato- market at -the—present 
time:
The market is looking better. Some 
advance in prices is noticeable in the 
local market. The crop is turning out 
hfetter, than at first expected and the 
quality is much improved (although 
a large percentage of under-sized 
tubers wHI bring down the market­
able yield) in the districts west of 
Yale. The ruling prices paid for 
locals during 'the week were $20.00 
and $21.00 per ton. Interior $25,00 to 
$27.50. Buyers report many Chinese 
growers pitting, to hold, for $25.00
License No. 8-21018
W E bright New Seasonable Merchandise on display throughout the store is 
attracting favorable attention and approval from those with Winter Siipplies 
to purchase. Splendid qualities, combined with moderate prices, will commend 
themselves to all who desire the best values obtainable.
U N D E R W E A R  for Men, Women and Children in 
all the leading makes.
SH O ES A N D  R U B B E R S in every wanted kind.
E X C E L L E N T  V A L U E S  IN  B L A N K E T S , 
Comforters, Sheets and Sheeting.
CRO CK ERY A N D  E N A M E L W A R E  at most 
interesting prices,
R E A D Y -T O -W E A R  G A R M E N T S for VVomen.
C L O T H IN G  A N D  F U R N IS H IN G S  of all kinds 
for Men.
to cost of labor and other expenses.
It is claimed that the quality of the 
berry in the Fraser Valley surpasses 
that of the Oregon product, and there 
is no reason, why the fruit should not 
succeed equally well in the rich bot­
tom lands of the Okanagan now so 
largely devoted to tomatoes and 
onions. The more crops the merrier, 
and it might be well to give the 
Loganberry a thorough tryout in this 
district.
Major P. Brooke went to Victoria 
this morning.
per ton. Some export trade is now;.j 
in sight, and attention of growers is J 
drawn to the fact that this trade must 
be protected and no shipments will be 
allowed to move out unless properly . 
graded and as free of disease as prac­
ticable.
WORK AND PLAY
There’s lots of work to be done! 
Life isn’t all frolic and fun.
To win in life’s race . .
You riiust set the pace
That will keep your place in the sun,
There’s lots of joy to be found.
If your body and mind are sound, 
But ribt’if you shirk 
Your share of work 
And rebel at the daily round.
You’ll win your place in the sun, 
You’ll get all your frolic and fun.
If you make up your mind 
To face the grind ,
And laugh when your work is done.
LED G ER S
B IN D E R S
LEDG ER S H E E T S
IN D IC E S
ACC O U N T and
D U P L IC A T E
S H E E T S
Purcha.se Your Office Supplies from
The Kelowna Courier
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